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Case under reference: "SUMARIO 3120008 - D"

ORDER OF INDICTEMENT
Made in Madrid, the sixth of February two thousand and eight.

I. FACTS

The proceedings carried out so far provide prima facie evidence that, as from the month
of October 1990 a political-military structured group, heavily armed and well organized,
engaged in a series of criminal activities which started to be carried out in Uganda
against the territory of Rwanda.
During the first four year period, various organized and systematic actions aimed at
eliminatin~the civilian population were developed by the group, both by initiating open
war hostilities against the Rwandan Army and by carrying out terrorist acts of various
scales and intensitity in Rwanda, particularly in the Northern and Central areas of the
country All these criminal activities were perpetrated by a structured, stable,
strategically and strongly organized command.

Once the group violently seized power, a terror regime was created and developed and

a ii-i~niiialstructui-e parallel to the State was set up in pursuance of their previously

clesigned pul-poses. Tliis paralell stn~ctusewas put in charge of several missions. such as
predetel-mined kidnap piny s, torturing and rapi ny of wornell and young girls; terrorist
attacks (both directly and by simulating that ttie same had been pespetrated by the
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enemy); illegal detention of

thousands of citizens without charge and without

complying with legal procedures;

selective murdering of persons; destruction and

systematic elimination of corpses either by mass incineration or by throwing them into
lakes and rivers; indiscriminate attacks against the civilian population based on a
previously ethnic oriented

selection for the elimination of the predominant ethnic

group; and also to carry out acts of war both in Rwanda and in its neighbouring
country. Zaire, (now the Democratic Republic of Congo),

which resulted in the

indiscriminate and systematic bloodshed of refugees who had fled to this country, and
pillage on a large scale which provided the financing of their criminal activities and the
unlawful enrichment of their leaders.

SECOND
As has been stated in the legal action which originated these criminal proceedings,
before the Nineties, many Rwandan citizens of Tutsi origin, especially the children of
those refugees who

had fled to Uganda, were militarily trained by the National

Resistence Ariny (NRA). Many of them acquired senior ranks in the NRA and in 1986
supported this organization to seize power and backed their leader, MUSEVENT, to
occupy the presidency of Uganda.
From this platform and with the government of Uganda's initial military, logistic and
financial support, a large extremist group of Rwandan Tutsis, based in Uganda formed
the FRONT PATRIOTIQLE RWANDAIS (F.P.R) in order to achieve three purposes:
a) To eliminate the largest number of persons of the Hutu ethnic group, the ethnic
group predominant in their country of origin;
b

To seize power by force;

i)

To h r m a strategic alliance with the Tuts~ethnic group tn~t'tlier\11th other

?vestern allies, to terrorise firstly the population of Rwanda and then all the
Great Lakes area. in order to increase their area of power, control and influence
and to invade Zaire, taking and using as their o w n the
o f t h ~ scountry'

rich natural resources

That's how the political and military structure of the cited group was formed, the
ARME PATRIOTIQUE RWANDAlSE (A.P.R)

constituting the group's military

apparatus and the FRONT PATIUOTIQUE RWANDAIS (F.P.R) the group's political

.

arm.

THIRD
On 1st October 1990, some 3.000 A.P.RJF.P.R militants, military trained, disciplined
and well equipped, crossed in an organized manner the Ugandan border, invading a
large area of Northeastern Rwanda.
During the first 30 days they were to invade a large part of Northern Rwanda, stopping
some 100 km from its capital, Kigali, eliminating as from this very first stage an
important number of civilians and

causing a huge wave of internal displacements

among the persecuted population.
Within the A.P.R. itself, its Tutsi members were classified in five categories, according
to their respective origin:
-

1 st category:

those coming from Uganda (the best regarded);

- 2nd category:
- 3rd category:
- 4th category:

those coming from Tanzania;

-

those coming from Rwanda (the least valued)

5th category:

those coming from Buyrundi
those coming from Zaire

FOURTH
Between the months of November 199i) and July 1991, a change takes place in the
strategy of the A.P.R/F.P.R
which withdraws to Uganda, from where attacks and
or3anize.d terrorist acts rapidly executed which they call "hit and run Op.", are carried
out.
C

P
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At that time a group parallel to the r-nilitary apparatus of

A.P.R/F.P.R
is formed The

g o u p is coniposed of chosen military men who create the so-called DIRECTORATE

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (D.M.1). Despite the fact that this unit figured officially
as being concerned with military intelligence matters, the same would actually be in
charge of planning, organizing and executing systematic crimes designed by the High
Command and which were to be executed by the Intelligence Oflicers (1.0.) and their
lntelligence staff (I.S.).
Therefore, the D.M.I. was set up as a network parallel to the official hierarchy although
it secretly impregnated the latter with the purpose of carrying out special missions
promptly and efficiently, without having to pass through the regular chain of command.
As will be seen below, evidence has been collected pointing to crimes which were
planned by the D.M.1. and perpetrated in the areas of Northern Rwanda, namely in
Kiyombe, Muvumba, Cymba, Kivube, Butaru or Nkana, the objective of which was the
systematic elimination of persons of the Hutu ethnic group, the elimination of
intelectuals and Hutu leaders, the elimination of potential hostile witnesses, and the
and of the priests and missionaries
elimination of those oppposed to the A.P.R/F.P.R.
who were considered to be collaborating with the Hutus.
FIFTH
Once more, between July 1991 and August 1993, the A.P.R/F.P.R
changed their
strategy and gave priority to the open attacks on inhabited areas in order to definitely
control the same. As a result of that strategy, the actual massacre of the civilian
population was carried out, particularly, as will be seen below, in the area of Umatara,
in places such as Muvumba, Kiyombe and Mukarange, and also in Ngarama, Mukingo.

Kinigu, Kigombe, Matura or Kirambo.
'4s is inferred from the criminal proceedings carried out so far, the civilian population of
these places became the target of a decimation plan which was carried out out by means
of systematic attacks. In the majority of the cases the corpses of the victims were

incinerated.

The camps of displaced persons were also the target of attacks with heavy weaponry,
such as 120 mm mortars, "katiuska" (107 mm multiple projectile launcher) and other
heavy armament of 23 mm, 37 mm and 14,4 mm.
*

Parallel to these strategically planned open attacks. other attacks of terrorist nature were
carried out with the purpose of creating fear among the population and in order to
display the powefil resources available.
Once the Arusha negotiations began, in order to demonstrate their strong position in
respect of these negotiations a group was secretly created by the A.P.R/F.P.R,
which
was called "COMMANDO NETWORK, the purposes and objetives of which will be
described below.
In addition, one-off operations were carried out, such as the attack made on Byumba

on 5 June 1992 aimed indiscriminately at the population without respecting the existing
ceasefire agreement.
In the month of February 1993, the A.P.R/F.P.R
started the systematic massacre of the

civilian population of Byumba and its outskirts. Indiscriminate attacks on the civilian
population of Ruhengeri were made at the same time. As a result of those attacks over
40.000 persons were massacred whilst over one million persons fled from those areas.

Between 7 and 10 March 1993, the A.P.R/F.P.R involved themselves intensively in the
tasks of burying and burning the corpses of civilians that had been massacred in the
regions controled by their organization.
SIXTH

Besides the open military operations and the planned, selective and systematic attacks
\b

hlch were carried out, at least 45 terrorist acts were recorded between July 199 I to

September 1992 which were randomly perpetl-aded throughout the territory A secorld
campaign of terrorist acts took place between March and May 1993, rnostly tar~eting

~nat-kets.post otliceq, minibuses, taxis, hotels and bars aimed at causin~the largestpossthle damage to the civilian population

In turn, the M.R.N.D, the party to which JUVENAL HABYARIMANA, the president at
the time, belonged, created their own militias, which would

be known as

" i n f e m h t ~ ~ eand
" which carried out numerous attacks a~ainstthe country's Tutsi
population. In order to spread chaos and confusion

among the population the

A.P.R/F.P.R.,
taking advantage of these militias, used the "Commando Network" to
make numerous attacks

which would then strategically be attributed to the

"i~rternhcrnzwe''.
And this is how the A.P.R/F.P.R, through the "Commando Network" and other military
intelligence cells, carried out selective attacks against the lives of. certain intelectiial
Hutu leaders in order to eliminate the same from social life and provoke terror, whilst
observing the reaction of the civilian population (which, in turn, reacted with killings)
with the intention of carrying out an attack on a larger scale, as indeed happened with
the attack on the presidential aircrafi in the month of April 1994.
Two important leaders were murdered: On 8 May 1993, just before signing the Arusha
peace agreements,

EMMANUELLE GPLPYSI, the leader of "Mouvement

Democratique Republicain -MDR (President Habyarimana's opposition party) and
leader of the Forum for Peace and Democracy was shot by a group of four persons
riding on two motorcycles, covered by another two persons driving in a car. Besides the
projectile found in the victim, 6 bullet cases were also found on the scene of the murder.
They were all 9mm bullet cases, with the inscription "Israel Military Industries", made
in 1964, and came from purchases previously made by the Ugandan army which was
the supplier of arms and ammunition of the A.P.R/F.P.R.
The second leader murdered was FELICIEN GATABACI (Founder and President of the

Social Democratic Party) He was murdered on 21 February 1994, at around 32 45
tlours, or1 his way home by car after attending a political meeting held at the Hotel
Yleridiei~in Kigali

Dill-ing the Arusha peace negotiations these two political leaders had openly rejected an
alliance of their respective parties with the A.P.R.

Two other murders were commited, the murder of MARTIN BUCYAN A (President of
C.D.R) on 22 February 1994 and of FIDELE RWAMBUKA (member of MRDN
National Committee) during the night of 25 to 26 August 1993.

.

The massacres and attacks on persons of the Tutsi ethnic group were always produced
after a Hutu leader was murdered or as a result of the attacks on the Hutu population of
Northern Rwanda.
SEVENTH

Between the months of August 1993 and March 1994, the A.P.R/F.P.R was ready to
design the last violent assault to power. As from the signing of the Arusha Peace
Agreements (Tanazania) on 4 August 1993, the open activities of the A.P.R/A.P.R
came to a halt.
in pursuance of the cited agreeements, the A.P.R placed its 3rd Batallion in the capital,
Kigali. The batallion was formed by 600

soldiers and as was established in the

agreeements its mission was to protect the FPR political figures.
On the one hand, the A.P.R. took advantage of the truce period to obtain armaments
which were necessary to carry out the final combat. 500 tons of weapons were
concealed underground in excavations made for that purpose. This material was carried
by trailer trucks from Uganda, unloaded on a hill alongside the Rwandan border, from
where it was collected and concealed in various places by the soldiers of the
A.P.R/F.P.R. This was carried out before the arrival of the international observers and
.the M.I.N.U.A.R.
O n the other hand, the truce was also used to organize the gathering of funds, to

complete the soldiers'training, to carry out the reconaissance of the area

and the

strategic advance of batallions. as well as to infiltrate the political organizations and the
" I ~ I / C I * ~ ~ ~ I C ~group
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Other Hutu leaders were selectively murdered during the attacks made on Cyeru,
Nyamugali and Kidaho perpetrated on the night of 17 to 18 November 1993 , and in
Gisenyi and Ruhengeri on 8 November 1994.
On 21 February 1994., Minister FELICIEN GATABAZI was assassinated by elements
of the A.P.R.
On 14 March 1994; a meeting was held at the A.P.W.P.R headquarters in Mulindi
which was attended by the High command members, the batallion's commanding
officers and the Mulindi A.P.R Units. The Karama Training Wing units and Colonel
KAYUMBA NYAMWASA and Colonel MUGAMBAGE were ordered to carry out
the cleansing or "gukubura" of all the Hutus from the regions of Byumba, Umutara and
Kibumgo.
EIGHTH
In order to begin the definite assault to power and to create a situation of civil conflict,

several meetings were held in Kabale,

followed by meetings subsequently held in

Mbarara and in Bobo-Dioulasso (Burkina-Fasso). These meetings were attended by the
high comand and the leaders of the A.P.W.P.R. The purpose of the meetings was to
prepare an attack to assassinate President JUVENAL HABYARIMANA. The last of
these meetings took place in Mulindi on 31 March 1994, at 14:30 hours, and was
attended by General PAUL KAGAME, Colonel KAYUMBA NUAMWASA, Colonel
THEONESTE LIZINDE, Lieutenant Colonel JAMES KARABERE, Major JACOB
TUMWlNE and Captain CHARLES K A R M A .
The last arrangements for the attack against the presidential aircraft were made at thit
meetins, in the sense of determining the place from where the ground to air nlissiles
would be launched and the composition of the comnland which would carry out the
attack

The following day, 1 April 1994, instructions were given by the High Command to
change ail HF and \WF codes and military radio frequencies which were replaced by
Ilew ones

011 5 April

1994, the President of the Republic of Rwanda JUVENAL

HABYARIMANA made a quick visit to Zaire to meet President MOBUTU, who
advised him to introduce some F.P.R members into the Rwandan government.

.

The following day, 6 April, after attending a regional meeting, the presidential aircraft
leaves the airport of Dar-es-Salaam at 18:30 hours and at 20:20 hours the Falcon40
starts manoeuvres for the approach to Kigali airport, carrying the following persons on
board:
The Rwandan delegation: President JUVENAL HABYARIMANA, Major
General DEOGRATIAS NSABIMANA,

Ambassador JUVENAL RENAZO,

Colonel ELIE SAGATWA, Doctor EMMANUEL AKINGENEYE and Major
THADEE B AGARAGAZA;
The Burudi delegation: President CYPRJEN NTARYAMIRA, Secretary

BERNARD CIZA and Minister CYARIAQUE SIMBIZI
The French crew members, Colonel JEAN PIERRE MWABERRY, Major

JACK HERAUD and Sergeant Major SEAN MARIE PERINE

From the hills of Masaka two precision missiles SA 16 or IGLA are launched against
the aircraft, the first missile making a partial impact whilst the second hits the aircraft
causing it to crash and causing the instant death of all passengers on board.
Those facts are the subject matter of a legal action being carried out by the French
Judicial Authorities since 27 March 1998.
Both the conclusions of the Report of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission of
Human Rights for Rwanda, Report EJCN 4/1995/7 of 28 June 1994 and the conclusions
of the Report .4/49/508/S/1994/1 175 of 13 October 1994, among others, indicate that

the attack on the presidential aircraft caused the continuation of the war and the
perpetration of the crlmes of genocide which began that very night of 6 April 1994,
statlug i n particular
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NINTH
As from that moment, orders from the Military High Command were given by PAUL

KAGAME and JAMES KABAREBE to attack the

Forces Armees Rwandaises

(FAR), in pursuance of a previously designed operation, the initial operation for the
final stage of seizing power, despite the fact that they were aware that their missions
were not going to prevent the foreseeable massacre of the Tutsis who had not fled the
country in 1999 and who would probably be murdered during the following days
especially in the areas of Kibuye, Gikongoro, Gitarama, Bugeresa and Kibungo where
they had gathered after the violent reactions which followed the terrorist attacks
provoked by the A.P.R/F.P.R,
in particular, during the two previous years.
From that moment on the previously planned killings were carried out forcing the flight
of thousands of persons to neighbouring countries, especially through the borders of
Cyansugu and Gisenyi heading for Zaire.
As will be seen below, witnesses who held important political and administrative
positions have reported the existence of reports referring to the killing of over 30.000
Hutus by the A.P.R/F.P.R
carried out at three Prefectures of the country ,during a period
of just two months; and the existence of detailed nominal lists of 104.800 persons
as from the date of their violent seizure of power in [sic]
murdered by the A.P.RIF.P.R
July I995 until

July 1'995 [sic] from a total figure of 312.726 persons who were

known to have been selectively and deliberately murdered, despite the fact that there art:
not many details available regarding the same:
Capital of Kigali:

19.331 persons

Rural Kigali:

37.4 10 persons

Gitar-ama:

39.912 persons

E3iltare:

-33.433 persons

(iikongor-o.

1 7.545 persons

Cyangugu:

16.360 persons

Kibuye

23.775 presons

Gisenyi

3.100 persons

Ruhengeri:

8.750 persons

Byumba:

73.365 persons

Kibumgo :

39.745 persons

There is also detailed information about 173 common graves spread across the country
and about the different methods used for the elimination of corpses, both by means of
incinerating the corpses that had been previously carried by truck to places where the
MINUAR, the NGOs and the international observers of Human Rights were denied
access and by means of throwing the corpses into the rivers, etc.
To seize power, advancing through the corridor which starts in Kisaro and runs through
Buyoga, Muynaza, Mugambazi, Rutungo, Kabuye, Gizozi and Kinyinya, the APRIFPR
forces, especially the Alpha Batallion led by Colonel SAM KAKA, the Bravo Batallion
led by Colonel WILLIAM BAGIR and the Military Police led by Lieutenant Colonel
AGUSTTN GASHAYIJA, carried out the massacre of the civilian population, namely

in MUNIANZA, KINYANZA, RUTONGO and KIBUYE. Orders were given by the
High Command to Colonel CHARLES NGOGA to prevent the flight of the displaced
population sheltered at Nyacyonga camp. Following these instructions, the displaced
population was shot using heavy armament which was positioned on Mount Jali,
causing the death of thousands of civilians. Systematic cleansing operations were
carried out against the Hutu population, leaving many inhabited areas totally empty.
Corpses were burned or interred in the camps of Bigogwe and Mukamira and many
others were carried by' trucks to the common graves of Foret de Gishwati to be
incinerated.
Between July 1994 and the beginning of 1995, some 50.000 persons or more, were
~r~urderedin Masaka alone. I n order to carry out .the incineration of the corpses,
Lieutenant Colonel JACKSON RWAHAMA MUTABAZl and Lieutenant Colorlel
KARAKE KARENZI had trucks loaded with barrels of petrol sent twice a week.

During that same period, systematic massacres were carried out in Ndera, Gabiro,
Rwinkwavu, Nasho, Kidaho, Nkumba and Ruhengeri.

i
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Between the months of April and June 1994, the F.P.R. soldiers from the Gabbiro
Training Wing moved the civilian population to Akagera National Park. The civilian
population was promised food, assistance and clothing but in fact they were massacred
by machine-gun fire, and their corpses subsequently thrown into huge pits which had
been previously dug by means of heavy machinery.
TENTH

The diocese of Byumba, situated in Northern Rwanda, was an area totally controlled by
the A.P.R/F.P.R.In this area, just two months after the attack on the presidential aircraft
on 6 April 1994, thousands of persons were murdered, among whom 64 Hutu Christian
priests or their collaborators, among whom were ALEXIS HAVUGIMANA,

ATAAASE

r
7

NKUNDABAYANGA, JOSEPH HITIMANA, FAUSTIN MULINDWA,

FIDELE MILINDA, CHRISTIAN NKILIYEHE, LADISLAS T'vKHAYAMENGU,
GASPARD MLJDASHIMWA, EUSTACHE NGENZI, CELESTlN MUHAYIMANA
and AGUSTlN MUSHYENDERI

ELEVENTH
On 23 April 1994, some 2.500 persons were forced to gather at the Byumba Football

I+

Stadium and once there were ordered to lie dowi~and were then shot by the A.P.lUF.P.R

tt

soldiers. Some bodies were taken to the septic tanks of a "Minoterie" which belonged to

7-
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a businessman called FELleEN KABUGA, whilst others were carried away to be
incinerated at Byumba military camps, under the orders of Colonel JACKSON
RWAHAMA MUTABAZT and DAN MUNYUZA who also ordered the killings which
took place the following day, 24 April 1994, at the Ecole Social du Bon Conseil and at
the Centre Scolaire de Buhambe, in Buymba, both operations causing over a thousand
deaths
TWELFTH

An operation for the search and selection of

Hutu refugee inteiectual figures,

authorities, youngsters and able-bodied men took place on 25 April 1994, in order to
proceed with ,their execution.
s

THIRTEENTH
On 26 April 1994, an operation was carried out at the primary schools of Kibali,
Mesero. Kisaro and Muhondo (Northeastern Rwanda) where the civilians of each of
these places were taken by force to be indiscriminately shot, causing the death of over
1.500 persons.
FOURTEENTH

On 1 May 1994 and during the five following days, the soldiers of A.P.R/F.P.R closed
the border with Tanzania to prevent the escape of Hutu rehgees who were fleeing from
inhahited areas such as Rsumo, Nyakarambi, Kirehe, Birenga, Rukira and neighbouring
areas, resulting in the massacre of over 5000 persons, whose corpses were subsequently
incinerated or thrown into the river Akagera.
FIFTEENTH

On 2 June 1994, the 157 Mobile Batallion, led by Colonel FRED IBINGIRA headed for
Gitarama initiating the seizure of Kabgayi. Once that city had beed captured, following
the High Command instructions, threee Catholic Bishops, VlCENT NSENGIYUMVA,
Archbishop of Kigali, THADEE NSEGIYUMVA, Bishop of Kabgayi. JOSEPH
RUZINDANA, Bishop of ~ ~ u m band
a nine priests: INNOCENT GASABWOYA.

JEAN MARIE VIANNEiY RWABILINDA, EMMANUEL UWIMANA, SlLVESTRE
NDABERESTE,

BERNARD

NTAMUGABUMWE,

FRANCOIS

XAVlER

MULINGO, ALRED KAYIBANDA, FlDELE GAHONZIRE HUMAN and JEAN
BAPTISTE NSINGA were secretly moved to various places during the night and
subsequently executed in Gakurazo on 5 June 1994
SIXTEENTH

L:

CHMSTIAN MANNION, a British national, the General Director of the Marista
Religious Institution, together with the priest JOSEPH RUSHlGAYIKl were murdered

in Save on 1 July 1994.
SEVENTEETH
On the evening of 17 October 1994, the Catholic priest CLAUDE SIMARD, a Canadian

L:

national, was murdered in his parish of Runyenzi.

EIGHTEENTH
After the killing and murdering of hundreds of thousands of persons both from the Tutsi
ethnic group and the Hutu ethnic group between the months of April and June 1994, on

17 July 1994 the A.P.R/F.P.R. violently seized power and consequently hundreds of
thousands of Hutus headed for shelter to the camps of internally displaced persons
situated mainly in the western areas of Rwanda, whilst over a million Rwandan Hutus
crossed the borders to the neighbouring countries, especially to Zaire. (according to the
Report made by the Special Rappporter of the United Nations, Mr. RENE
DEGNISEGUI, by the end of July 1994 the number of rehgees reached the figure of
2.500.000 persons)
The new regime of the A.P.R.1F.P.R openly declared its intention to close down the
camps of the internally displaced.
During the night of 6 to 7 January 1.995, soldiers of the A.P.R/F.P.R attacked the small
camp of Bsanze (where 3.000 to 4.000 displaced persons were sheltered) causing death
and injuries.
[luring the night of 4 to 5 March 1995, the Prefect of the Prefecture of Butare, Doctor
PIERRE CLAVAER KWNAGABO, his oldest son and his driver were mul-del-ed

On 12 April 1995, soldiers of the A.P.R/F.P.Rthreatened the inhabitants of Rwamiko
Camp (5.000 displaced persons), a camp which is situated next to Kibeho Camp, with
burning the calnp i~nlessthe refugees disappear during the following days.

the interior of the country where he had good contacts. In 1990, he met the fbture
officials of the A.P.R who were at that time members of the National Resistance Army
-NRA (or the army of Uganda), such as WILSON RLTTAYISIRE, ALPHONSE
-

FURUMA, FRANK MUGAMBAGE or JOSEPH KAREMERA.
The witness explained that at the very beginning of the events, he had been asked by
the F.P.WA.P.R to take the necessary steps to attract Rwandan soldiers to join the
organization, and that he had learned then that two years before, that is to say in 1988, at
least one Hutu soldier had been killed by an incipient FPWAPR. TAP-007 described
the beginning of the war in October 1990, supplementing that which was reported by
witness TAP-003, stating that Major General FRED RWIGEMA (whom he identified
as Deputy Commanding Officer of the N.R.A. and Uganda's Vice-Minister of Defence
under the orders of MUSEVENI and who was President of the A.P.R and F.P.R when
the war began.) wanted to prevent as many casualties and victims as possible among the
civilian population.
The witness continued to explain that after the death of RWIGEMA, PAUL KAKAME
replaced the former as Chief of the High Military Command of the A.P.R. whilst
Colonel ALEXlS KANYARENGWE (an A.P.R. Hutu soldier, like TAP-007. who is
now decesead) became President of the political organization F.P.R. Witness TAP-007
indicated that when he started receiving information in Uganda about the massacres
perpetrated against the civilians of the conquered towns and villages he started to realise
and discovered an F.P.Ft1A.P.R different from that which he had imagined, a group
which was showing its two difference different faces.
Later, in August 1992, 'while he was attending a meeting at Mulindi General
Heaquarters (Rwanda), he verified that the F P R was not really interested in peace,
ji~dgine by the words uttered by PAUL KAGAME who, according to the witness.
wanted to take advantage of the peace negotiations only for military purposes strictlv
orier~tedfrom the very beginning to seize power by force
As a direct witness, he had actually checked that all the inhabited areas he had gone

through which were situated along the route from Gatuna border to Mulindi (the botder
of Northern Rwanda with Uganda, both places situated to the North of Byurnba and

He also showed the Court some images stored in his computer, which were not shown
in his documentary given their repulsive and cruel nature. One of these pictures showed

a woman who had been violently killed, showing signs of having been raped, her
genitals shot with a firearm and who was, subsequently, thrown into the jungle.
He showed and described how thousand's and thousands of Rwandan refugees of the
Hutu ethnic group had suffered and had died, victim of illnesses and shootings, within
a very short period of time, in a specific part of the territory situated to the South of
Kisangani, during those weeks in MarchIApril 1997, while they were trying to flee
from that specific area through a very narrow escaping route towards the East. Northeast
and Southeast of the country.
Finally, the witness described how he had been arrested before his return by Rwandan
soldiers and how he was released two days later without anything, without money or his
passport, and how he was later arrested again by the same group of Rwandan soldiers
and, subsequently, saved by a a friend of his, a pilot who would help him to escape to
Entebbe (Uganda).
FIFTEENTH.

Witness MARIE BEATRICE UMUTESI gave her statement

before the Court on 5 December 2006. This witness ratified the f i l l contents of the
initial legal action in this case in that which refers directly to herself.
Unlike the last witness' statement given to the Court which has just been mentioned,
.MARIE BEATRICE UMUTESI presented a document which, per se, cannot be
considered as a proof (since it is an account of what she suffered herself) but in all
cases shall be considered as a testimonial supplementary proof. She also ratified the
contents of this supplement of documented testimony. We shall onlv point out the most
i~rlportantinformation given in her statement before the Court
The witness WlARIE BEATRICE 1JMUTESI stated she was born in Byurnba

(Northern R\va~ida)on 19 March 1959. She studied in Africa and Europe. The witness
had a rnaiiagerial position at the Centre for Service to the Coooperatives "C'SC"

in

(iitaranla. She described some events she had learned about, how the war had began in
October 1990 in the Northern area of the coi~ntrywhere she and her family come frorn,

her gums swolen. Witness TAP-010 helped her out and gave her money to get her two
infected mollars pulled out. Later, after crossing through dense dark jungle, walking
through river beds because there were no paths, they met her again on their way to
Hombo and were pleased to see that M&E

BEATRICE looked slightly recovered.

While they were escaping from the Rwandan soldiers who continued to persecute them,
they lost companions who had to be left behind because they were exhausted, ill and
starving. However, sometimes, they would meet new companions and reencounter
people whom they knew. The witness gave the following examples:
On the night of 7-8 December 1996, A.P.R. soldiers coming from the route BukavuMiti-Bunyakili cut off the Chambuca bridge in Hombe which was the only way out for
the refbgees who were trying to escape through the jungle, specifically, through the axis
Nyabibwe-Shanje. Later, TAP-041 coincided with witness TAP-01 1, who was part of

a group coming from Shanje, who told him that he had survived the massacre in Hombo
crossroads, perpetrated in the above mentioned bridge. The attack had caused many
victims. two hundred people had died, at least, as there were also many wounded. Two
of the victims of this massacre were TAP-041' fi-iends.
The witness was also told by another two rehgees of another massacre perpetrated in
Tebero. They described the attacks made on the camps of Nort-Kivu, in the area of
Goma, where a strategy similar to the attacks that the same TAP-041 suffered had been
used. The latter, together with other refugees who were trying to escape. arrived in
Tebero where they saw a huge number of corpses. Among the corpses, the corpse of
one of his companions at Znera Camp named Theophile as well as the corpse of
Manase's sister, (the authbr of a well known Rwandan popular song). They had all been
killed by firearms.
I t was while he was continuing his journey when the witness came across the two cited

survivors tioni the above mentioned Tebero massacre, witnesses TAP-012 and TAP013. These witnesses told him that armed soldiers hidden in the jungle along the Hombo

- Teberd route,had organized several ambushes, both in the jungle and on the arrival of

the reti~geesin Tebero. This group of refugees had been walking in a queue through the
jurigle

Furthermore, TAP-012 told the witness about the massacre carried out on 19 December
1996. He could remember clearly the face of two abandoned children who were crying

as they ran to escape. The above mentioned gioup of refbgees was attacked by surprise
on the dawn of that day by soldiers of the A.P.R., using firearms and mortars . They
tried to ,flee in all directions and TAP-012, desperate and paralyzed with fear, threw
herself on the ground waiting to be killed. Around her the wounded were screaming for
help which they never got, and the women were abandoning their children, trying to run
for their lives. The long atack lasted at least four hours and after waiting for a short
while to be sure it had actually finished, the survivors stood up.
TAP-012 tried to find her mother and sister who had been walking with her, but she

could not find them. She still does not know her mother and sister's whereabouts. TAP012 told the witness that she saw some 500 corpses of refbgees in Tebero. Similary,

another 500 persons were killed in another massacre carried out by the soldiers of the

A.P.R. The same TAP-041 told the Court that he knows the parents of two children
who were killed in the Wallikale massacre who now live in Benin.
TAP-041 stated that he arrived in Tingi-tingi Camp before Christmas. He remembered,

as MARIE BEATRICE UMUTESI did, EMMA BONIN07s visit to Tingi-Tingi,
stating that he had seen the refbgees in the camp who reportedly did not exist. He also
remembered the visit of ACNUR7sHigh Commissioner and remembered her saying that
they could only guarante assistance and security to those who immediately accepted
repatriatiion to Rwanda. TAP-041 was able to escape from Tinti Tingi just before the
Camp was destroyed. He learned from other refugees that many persons had also been
killed in this camp.
'TAP-041 also described other massacres carried out in February and March 1997, as the

inassacre at Shabunda's metal bridge carried out by Rwandan soldiers who, speaking in
Kinyarwanda language, told the refugees to go back to Rwanda He also referred to the
members of the Church killed in Kalirna, both t-rlale and female. 'The witness pointed
out that one cif them was able to save his life.

TAP-041 described how he was able to cross the river irz extremis when he arrived in
Ubundo. South of Kisangani. Not knowing what to do next, whether to get into the
jungle or head for Kisangani, where according to the rumours circulating the A.P.R
soldiers were apparently in control add attack were being carried out. The witness told
the Court that he had finally decided to head for Maniema jungle (where he lost his
friends ALFRED HABINSHUT1 and OBERTE NYIRAMWIZA, the former as a result
of illness and the latter as a result of an hemorrhage which could not be controlled when
she came into labour)
TAP-041 finished his statement at the point when his journey was coming to an end, in
Wendjy-Secli, an inhabited area near Mbnandaka, at the beginning of May 1997,after
walking 30 to 40 km a day, most times with hardly any food and with several physical
problems, having crossed Opala, lkela, Boende and Ingende in extreme conditions.
He specifically referred that, at one point, after having walked a long distance they
arrived somewhere exhausted and starving and at -the sight of some barrels, they
immediately run towards the same thinking they might contain food, only to discover
that the barrels were filled with chopped bodies covered in blood).
TAP-041 told the Court that he weighed 68 kg when he left Kashusha camp, Eastern
Zaire,

and when he arrived in Wendji-Secli, seriously ill as a result of a bleeding

dhiorrea, he could not have weighed more that 25 to 30 kg. A priest of that area told
them that there were Rwandan soldiers nearby and suggested they should move
immediately Although the witness could not move by himself, given his poor physical
condition, a friend had helped him and carried him to a safer place.
i4ccording to the witness, two days later, during the night, they were woken by shots.
His companions took him to a stream in the jungle where they left him and fled, trying
to escape from the attack. The witness never saw them again. He explained that the
A P.K. soldiers, using automatic firearms shot all the refiigees who were tiying to

escape from that area.
Since the witness could neither run nor escape, he hid as best as he could, among the
bushes in the river- fie told the Court that for five days he re~iiairiedsubmerged in the

river up to his neck and from that position he saw many corpses floating in the river and
a lot of blood. From the place where he was hiding he was able to see how some
rehgees, who thought that the attacks had finished, were killed.
The witness learned later that most of the rehgees who had fled towards Mbandaka had
been massacred. He remembered that a French or a Belgian priest of the order "Padre
Blanco" who had an orange coloured van had filmed images of the massacre which was
carried out in the city of Mbandaka.
Finally, he told the Court he was able to reach Congo-Brazzavile and that he survived
starting from zero and was sheltered, not without difficulties, by the pygmies.
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SEVENTEENTH.

Witness JEAN MARIE VIANNEY NDAGIJIMANA gave his

statement before the Court on 5 November 2006.
In short

, JEAN

MARIE VIANNEY NDAGIJZMANA stated that as from 1977 he

worked as a civil servant, as

Ambassador of Rwanda in various countries (pointing

out he was the Rwandan Ambassador in Paris between 1990 and 1994 and, as such, the
diplomatic relations with Spain came under his functions and territorial competence)
and as the Rwandan Representative in the A.U.0 and other international organizations.

I
r-

He was appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs of Rwanda in 1994 (as a representative of
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the MDR political party in the National Union Government led by the F.P.R). On
October 1994, because he disagreed with the killing of thousands of civilians (Hutus)
carried out by the F.P.R/A.P.R
troops, he took the decision to resign and to exile
himself, as he will explain below.
He stated that an International Commission was estabablised in 1993 in order to
investigate what was happening in Rwanda but that the A.P.R/F.P.Rdid not allow this
Co~nmissionto enter the territories under their control I n short, he described the
governmental system and how decisions were made during the period while he was

participating in the Government as a Foreign AfTairs Minister-,in July 1994. He pointed
out thdt he never had any access to the rnatters which were adressed outside the Council
of Ministers, and that he had felt that he Lvas cal-ying out his mission without being

aware of the decisions taken behind his bac.k

He stated that, as Foreign Minister of Rwanda, he was aware of the report which is
known as "Gersony Report". He pointed out that this Report referred to the
investigation of the Rwandan sfczfrr.~qrro, a mission carried out by ACNUR as soon as
the A.P.RlF.P.Rseized power, and as a result of the tragic Rwandan events of 1994 and
the humanitarian crisis suffered by over a million rehgees who had fled to the
neighbouring countries, especially to Zaire although also to Tanzania and Burundi, in an
attempt to escape from the military attacks,. The objective of this mission of the United
Nations Organization was precisely to establish whether Rwanda had security
conditions sufficient as to allow for a mass repatriation of refugees.
JEAN MAIRE VIANNEY NDAGIJIMANA, in his capacity of Foreign Minister,

learned about this mission at a meeting with a United Nations official delegation held in
his own official ofice, in 19 September 1994. The following persons attended this
meeeting- U.N. Deputy General Secretary and Responsible for Peace Missions
Department, Mr. KOFI ANNAN; Special Representative in Rwanda for the U.N.
Secretary General, Mr, SHARY AR KHAN; AC NUR' S African Director; ACNUR's
Delegate in Rwanda and the expert Mr. ROBERT GERSONY, a U.S.A national. From
the Foreign Ministry, besides the witness who was the Minister at that time, his
collaborator SIMON NSONERE and a Ministry's officer attended the meeting
In the statement given before the Court he explained that he, JEAN MAIRF,
VIANNEY NDAGIJlMANA was informed by the Official Delegation of the

conclusions, practically final, of the Report. These conclusions indicated that in three
Rwandan Prefectures alone, that is Byumba (Northern Rwanda), Kibungo (Southeastern
Rwanda) and Giseny (Northwestern Rwand), which were the three prefectures
investigated in first place, since they were potentially

the prefectures with more

repatriated refilgees, and in two months only, that is to say as from mid

Jilly

until mid

Sptetnber, ac,cording to the information gathered, the A.P. R!F.P.R had carried out
selective executions or systematic killings of at least 30.000 persons, mainly Hutus.

As pointed out by Mr KOFI ANNAN and M r ROBERT GERSONY, everything was
described in l i ~ l l detail. places, dates, nature of the crimes, techniques nsed,
disappearance of corpses, victims' names, etc .qccording to [he provisional conclusions
of the Report, there were not the \rzcurit!~condltioiis irl K\valida necessav to initiate the

operations for the rehgees' repatriation. JEAN M A N E VIANNEY NDAGIJIMANA
was able to read this long Report and discussed the details and the findings of the
investigation with the Delegation. The Foreign Minister asked for a copy of the Report,
and was given the excuse that it would noi be possible at that moment, since a round of
contacts was about to be initiated aimed at informing on the situation reported and with
the objective of ending of the same. He was assured that once the conclusions became
final, a copy of the Report would be sent to the Government of Rwanda.
As far as he knows, meetings to discuss similar matters were held by the Delegation
with, at least, the President of the Republic, PASTEUR BIZIMUNGI (who belonged to
the F.P.R) with the Prime Minister FAUSTTN TWAGIRAMLTNGU (who belonged to
the MDR, the party to which the witness also belonged) and with the Vice President and
Defence Minister Major General PAUL KAGAME (Chief in Command of the
A.P.R).
JEAN MARIE VIANNEY NDAGlJIMANA explained that at the end of September
1994 he had attended a United Nations General Assembly and in that framework, both

in New York and in Washington, both the United Nations Organization (in the high
level meetings held, including those with the U N. Secretary General BOUTROS
BOUTROS-GHALI) and the Departament of State of the United States who were
aware of the cited investigation and knew of the Report as well as the conclusions of the
same (in a meeting held with the Deputy Secretaly of State for African Affairs
GEORGE E.MOOSE and the Director General of US AID, the oficial U.S.A Agency
for Cooperation) they had been asked to end the situation and stop the killings, offering
not to bring the Report to the public's knowledge and to forget about the victims if the
situation was redressed.
After his presence in New York and Washington, and aftei- being made to return bv
P.4LIL KAGAFIE as a consequence of the first news filtered by the press about the

Ciersonv Report, J E A N MAR1 E VIANNEY N DAGIJ[R/IANA travelled to Pal-is,
asked for exile for political reasons arid never went back to Rwanda
'The Gersony Report was seized by the U~litedNations Organization and was never see11
again

EIGHTEENTH.

Witness MARIA ANGELES CANDEL AGUILAR gave her

statement before the Court on 25 January 2007.
The witness stated that it was her husband MANUEL MADRAZO's third mission as a
cooperating physician in the area of the African Great Lakes. She told the Court that
during his third mission he had to come back to Spain, on 22 December 1996, to visit a
dentist and that the witness thought that he looked very worried and concerned.
although her husband was used to serious situations. However the witness was surprised
that he wanted to leave things organized in case something went wrong.
She remembered the last conversation she had with MANUEL MADRAZO, on 15 or
16 January (two or three days before he was violently killed): During this conversation,
in the witness's words "...she noticed he ~uasfrightet~rd;
he told her that they had to he

taker1 m~)ay
.front there "or else they worlld be hack home hefore due time",

because

the>'had seetz some terrible barbarities arrd he illa,strot refirritlg to the si/clatiot~as a
whole, hrrt to sontethhrg specfifrc they h~rdsee11 which was his 1-ea~sot1
for /rllltl~her
that they had to he renrovedfrom tIm/ place. explahritrg to her that they had ~vittiessed
somethil~g very serious...

"

(both the date and the contents of this conversation

correspond to that which was stated by witness TAP-004 regarding what they had
personally seen on 16 January 1997, as described before). The witness continued
"...that, on sonle occa.s.iotz, her hrlsharid had told her lhat he .feared /hat his yholre
conver:vntiot~swu.e beitzg tapped nr~dtht.r<fc)rehc w m not vt'ty explicit whet1 he talked
otr the photre.. . "

NINETEENTH.

Witness CYNTHIA A N N Mc KINNEY gave her statement

before the Court on 8 May 2007.
CYNTHIA ANN Mc KINNEY, a U . S A national. stated that given that she was a
Hun~anRights activist, among other reasons, she had been elected as a Congress woi-rlan
for the U.S A Llemocratic Party and had participated in the Foreign Policy Con~rnission
She pointed out that in the tia~nervork of her political functions, important events

related to the conflict in Centra! Africa had come to her kt~owledye. as well as
clocuments and information she had exchanged mith Inany of its key interlocutors, to
who~nshe mill refer below

She stated that she made two important trips to Zaire, as was then called. Her first trip
took place in the Summer of 1996 (specifically in August, just before that which is
known as the first war of Zaire (Congo and, consequently, just before the attacks made
on the refugee camps). The witness explained that the purpose of her trip was to meet
"Kabila, the father'' (referring to LALlRENT DESI&E KABILA).On this first occasion
she flew to Lubumbashi (Southern Republic of Congo) on a plane chartered by the U.S.
American Company AMERICAN MINERAL FIELDS.
She told the Court that during her journey she found out that in the aircraft, besides this
company's representatives there were also arm dealers. She specifically referred to a
Swiss national who was travelling with them and who told her that he did not like what
she was doing (he was referring to the political nature of her journey). She explained
that after this journey, and as a result of the investigation she carried out "...She had
come to the coriclitsior~that certnir, comparries, .4n1ericariMirieral Fields antorig them. ,
\ttere pro\~id,,lg arms and fiatdr to Knhiln
territories

it1

.yo

that !he lnt/er cozrld irr\~ade sonie

exchange for ntirthlg cor~cesviovi~~.
.. (We point out that the U.N . Security
"

Council Report, S12002/1146, with regard to the Panel of Experts who were put in
charge of reviewing the illegal exploitation of natural resources and other riches of the
Democratic Republic of Congo refers to evidence gathered by the group about the
violation of the OCDE principles by some multinational companies, specifically the
company AMERICAN MINERAL FIELDS..
Similary, with regard to that which was stated by the witness, the First Report made by
the Panel of Experts of the United Nations S/20011357 "... 7ht: il/e,gnl exf?loi/alio~~
hy
crlicr~saided by ('or~goleserrntior1czl.s .s/cri./edwi/h /hcfir,c;/"\t~nl'
of liberatiorr it1 f 996.
"

7 hr Af+'I)I.'.Y rebels, wi/h the srg)por/ of .c;oldie~:s
fi.onr ~ r ~ , g o lKn\,aattJa
,
arid ( /,gczt~d~z.
conq~~el-etl
/llc eastem nrl~l.ccli/~n.u/c~,~r
/o.~.i/o~.ic,.c;
of' Zoil'e nr,tl
l.clrn-err/l)c..si~.i.r
Knhlltr, LIC'TCCI.SC~/, 11~l10I~)U.Y
(11
c ~ o / t / ~ . ~ r)c'i/ll
c ~ / .tsr

111~11/ i i ? w

t r . ~rh~'!)ath~arlceu'.

/he knclcv. of rllf1)I2,sigtlcd

c L c j r . / ~ r ~l~inthrr
il~
c?j'!i)~.vigtl
c~o~7/1ct11it~.i..
.. ")

Tlie witness stated that later she had a n ofticial second meeting, with LAURENT
D E S I ~ E EKAH1L.A who was a rcbel leader at that time (\vhen the witness participated

in a 0 . S . A ofticia1 Delegation sent hy B[LL CLINTON, President of'the U . S . A .at that
time, to Zaire in hlay 1997. lcci hy Riclixdson)

C;t-2 csplained

that shc \\:as included as a

member of the delegation at the personal request of President Clinton, given her
relationship of trust with Kabila established on her first visit)

She stated that she had also travelled to Rwanda on various occasions, and that she had
had meetings with key figures of the country. The witness learned at a later stage about
the reports made by the C.I.A. with regard to the possible number of human victims if"
there was a change of regime in Rwanda". She found out later that the above mentioned
change of regime formed part of instructions and of an instrument of the United States
of America.
The witness told the Court that when she started to discover all these elements of
conflict which had been concealed, she asked for an official investigation which was
never carried out. As a result,

she started to involve herself politically in the

investigation of the facts concealed, concluding that "...Whet1 (Iprldo arld Rwarzda

irlvau'ed {'or~goit1 1998, the 1eader.v of /he inladir~gcont~lrie~s
had the fr~z~rntial
sl~pport
of

the Utiijed S'fcrles of America...

"

CYNTHLA ANN Mc KINNEY

.

described the main actions she she had taken

regarding her investigation and review of the concealed events connected with these war
conflicts, which she carried out in the United States and with key figures.
She presented a list of different persons from the U.S. Administration, the United
Nations (The Secretary General, Koffi Annan included), authorities of the countries of
-the conflict areas (Rwanda, Burundi and Democratic 'Republic of Congo) and of other
countries, and also investigative journalists, key rneinbers of NGOs, etc. (enclosed in
page 2.152 of Proceedings).
She presented (Page 2 153) a photocopy c)f the original letter (the contents of which she
ratified) whic,h she had addressed to President Cli~lton,dated 3 1 Aug~lst1999 informing
the President of her country and of her Party (Delnocl-atic Party) of the crimes against
hutnanity which were being per-petrated in the De~nocraticRepublic of Conyo and in
Africa which, apparently, were supported

by

the U S A .4d1ninistration, accol-ding to the

concl~~sions
of her investigations and to the inforr~atienthe ;vitness had gathered in the
field and also fi-o~n
the contacts she had nl:~intair~r.~i
;titi1 !iev figures.

I

The witness, after indicating that she had addressed a fbrther letter to President
G.W.Bush, explained that, in her capacity of Representative of the Committee for
International Relations of the U.S.A. Congress, she had asked for the presence of a

I

T!1

7'-

selected number of key figures and investigative journalists to review the influence on
the African conflicts of the U.S.A. and multinationals. The meeting took place at the

U.S. Congress (Capitol Hill) on Friday 6 April 2001.
The witnessed presented as documentary evidence the documented records of this
meeting (which was enclosed in pages 2156 and subs. of Proceedings), a document

1

which was titled "Undercover actions in Afiica: "A Smoking Gun in Washington D.C".
Among the persons who participated in the meeting and whose name figures in the
records, the independent journalist WAYNE MADSEN, a former officer of the U.S.A.
Navy, a former member of the National Security Agency, NASA and of the Naval
Telecommunications Command.
This journalist, after referring to PAUL KAGAME's military training in the U.S.A. as
well as the training of his forces in ground to air missile operations (referring to the
investigation which at that time was already being carried out by the French Judge
J.L.Bruguiere in connection with the presidential attack), pointed out the secret
investigations of the C.1.A. regarding the possible victims that the death of the Rwandan
president could cause, and ended up suggesting an investigation into the role of the
U .S.A. companies in the Central African events.
I n the records of the meeting figures in second place KEITH HARMON SNOW, a
well know U S national joui-nalist This journalist collected many testimonies and
information

111

.sr/rr in Central Africa from which

it

was clear to conclude that minerals,

such diamonds, gold, colun~biu~n-tantalite,niob~utn, cobalt, manganese, petroleum,
natural gas, alunl~numand possibly ur-aniurn hati been looted during the war in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (TIE wltness told the C't;urt i hat she has information on
the important finar~cialinterests of the U S A i n the explotation of columbiu~n-tantalite.
also known as coltan) She stated that she had obtained iestimony in the Western area of
11gai1da with regard to the U 5; m~~ltirlational
named B.ARKlC!~: <;OLD CO (G.W Bush

1
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was the company's Consulting Director) which was operating the mines of Kilo-Mote,
near Bunia (the latter in the Democratic Republic of Congo).
She explained that she had been informed that PAUL KAGAME had been in
Washington D.C. in August 1996 to inform the Pentagon about his plans for the war
(his plans about what was Zaire at that time). She named three key multinationals
situated in the South of Katanga, an influential Zairean area and a key area for the
important operations of the AP.R Rwandan soldiers a.s well as L.D.Kabila7s, (as stated
later by witness TAP-002) as follo\vs:
The

multinationals

LCTNDIN

GROUP;

AMERlCAN

MINERAL

FIELDS

INTERNATIONAL and ANGLO AMERICAN which were carrying out the operation
of mines in these areas (a specific reference which was made much before that which
the United Nations Expert Group made in 2002 in their documented report in the matter
of the illegal exploitation of natural resources).
She stated that U.S. Green Berets had trained and coordinated military actions in the
Democratic Republic of Congo, Sudan, Uganda and Rwanda, pointing out that the
presence of "Black Americans" had been witnessed bath in Uganda and the Democratic
Republic of Conso.
She also pointed out that, when eve~ybodywas talking about the Tutsi being the only
victims of genocide, there was a huge number OF Hutus who had been killed by Tutsis
as a result of many massacres which had not been the subject of an investigation. At that
time, the figure of Hutus killed reached already 1.7 million, victims who were totally
ignored as s x h by the'media.
C Y N T H I A A N N M c K l N N E Y , in her statenleni given before the Court spoke

especially about these two key ir-ivestigators pre\:.ioiisly ~nentioned,pointing out that
-. .
,f
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The investigator and writer JANlNE FARREL ROBERTS, figures in third place in the
records. She referred to the diamond company DE BEERS and to MAURICE
TEMPLESMAN and their operations and huge interests in the area (a company which
was also mentioned later in the Report of the Experts Group).
The witness made a special reference to Templesrnan and his special relationship with

MADELEINE ALBRAIGHT, who was Secretary of State at that time, stating that it is
possible that thanks to this special relationship, the A.P.R/F.P.R was not considered as a
terrorist organization in the United States of America.
The following persons also participated in the meeting, as shown on the records.
ELLEN RAY, who referred to the "BalkanisatiotI" of Africa and the destruction of
Congo; JIM LYONS, a former member of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, FBI,
who was contracted by the U.S.A. State Department as an investigator attached to the
International Criminal Tribunal foi- Rwanda

-

TPIR, who informed of his investigations

together with the Investigations of Director AL BREAU (Royal Canadian Mounted
Police) and the person responsible for one of [he investigation teams, MlCHAEL
HOURlGAN (a former Prosecutor of the Australian Crown), all of it regarding their
investigations carried out in 1997 about the circumstances and the persons possibly
responsible for the presidential attack.

CYNTHIA ANN M e KINNEY explained that as a result of her investigations and her
political compromise with the issue of human rights in Africa, she had been contacted
by many people who had given her relevant information. The witness specifically
referrred to the information she had obtained fiom a Congolese priest re~ai-dingthe
companies which were carrying out systematic acts of pillage in the Democratic
Republic of C'utlgo An employee of the Central Rank of Congo who had brought her
documents in connection with the theft carried out during the war by the Rwandan
iiuttlor-itiesir! the Democratic Republ~cof Congo M 2s also I-eferredto by the witness
The witness stated that she kne\:\,that before the second war in the Democratic Republic
of Congo, in the first war (i e 19%- 1997)
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Finally. the witness pointed out the threats suffered by Ms. SAFLATOU BA-N' DAW,
the person responsible for the United Nations investigation of pillage issue in the
Congo (namely. Safiatou Ba-N'

Daw. President of the Panel of Experts appointed by

the U.N. Secretary General, as in page 788 of Proceedings relating to the Panel of
Experts' first Report, S/200 1/357 dated 12 April 2001 ).

The witness told the Court that she had given the latter both information and documents
to be considered in the cited Report (Pages 786 and 845 of Proceedings) which
document the looting activities mainly carried out by the military authorities of Rwanda
and Uganda. She pointed out that she suspected that the threats to the cited President of
the Panel of Experts following the publishing of the Report in 2001, came from
Rwanda's President, PAUL KAGAME.

TWENTIETH.

Witness TAP-043

gave his statement before the Court on 2

October 2007.
Witness TAP-043 belongs to the Tutsi ethnic group and was born in Rwanda. (He
stated that he lost his parents and some of his brothers in 1994 in Rwanda). He served as
a soldier the A.P R.. He reported he had knowledge of Inany criminal acts perpetrated

in Rwanda, particularly, as from 1991 when he joins the A.P.R. in Uganda (Nakivale
military centre). He subsequently served in various military units of the A.P.R.,
specifically Delta Mobile Force. Bravo Mobile Force, High Command, Artillerie and
Air Defence (Heavy Artillery and .4ir Defence), as well as in other brigades and
batallions until the year 2001, when he decided to go into exile in Uganda.
The events he claims to know of came directly to his 1;nowledge as an active solider in
the various cited units. The witness corroborated and save full details of the events,
mentioning the

names of the persons responsible and the crin~inalacts which were

carried out during this period of time and which were desc~ibedin the first legal action
(specifically its pal-agl-aphs I st, 511-!. 6th; 7th and i Oth, where the persons responsible

The til-st staielrleiit befcire the

(1'1

,art given by l,\itn sss 'P'A I'--043 was centred on his

testinion), 01' thc I-ele\ant e\.ents !\ 'iiclr took place in I<\val)da clul-ingthe years 1993 and

1

1994 and, in particular, on the events of April 1994 Byumba, including the kidnapping
and subsequent killing of the Spanish priest JOAQUIM VALLMAJO and of other
Rwandan priests, as well as the killing of Rwandan civilians perpetrated in the same
territory in those days. The witness also referred to the attack made on the city of
Byumba in February 1993 and to the strategic murder of several political leaders

1

perpetrated by the A.P.R.
According to this witness, in the second half of April 1994 he was serving in the High
Command (Military High Command or Presidential Guard of Major General PAUL

1
1

KAGAME, which was formed by two companies of approximately 150-200 men each)
deployed in Mulindi (North of Byumba in the North of Rwanda). Their mission was to
reinforce the 21st Batallion which operated in the territory of Byumba. Witness TAP-

043 stated that between 19 and 21 April 1993, only two weeks approximately after the
presidential attack, the city of Byumba was militarily seized by the A.P.R. He explained
that the commanding officers invited the refbgees displaced by reasons of war, through
Radio Muhabura (a broadcasting station used by the F.P.R/A.P.R) to return to their
places of origin since the same were under the control of the military forces.
Wuth regard to Buymba, the witness remembered that the displaced persons who fled
from this ciy to the capital, Kigali, and had settled specifically in the neighborhood of
Nyacyonga were invited to head north, where they would be received by the new
F.P.R/A.P.R authorities. They were also told to go to the Prefecture, in order to be
relocated in their places of origin. TAP-043 knows many displaced persons who
accepted this invitation and explained that all the displaced persons from Byumba or
those who were arriving from other areas were regrouped in the Prefecture premises.
According to the witness; they were all unarmed citizens and peasants.
The witness recalls that they were given orders to wait at the headquarters which
indeed they did. Most of them were waiting on the spot for two to four days without
being given any type of food. He gave full details about the military orders for
regrouping the said displaced persons at Byumba Football Stadium, where conseqilently
solme two thousand five hundred persons gathered, all of them Rwandan ttutus

According to the witness TAP-043, the orders came from Colonel J A M E S
K A B A R E R E (from the part of A P.R. regular Army) and (:olo~lel KWI\HARIII~

JACKSON MUTABAZI (from the part of DMI-Directorate Military Intelligence), a.nd
the execution of the rehgees was carried out, among others, by Captain JOSEPH
NZABAMWITA,. (Captain Nzabamwita was also a member of DMI Directorate
Military Intelligence).
Witness TAP-043 told the Court that he had been put in charge, tosether with
Lieutenant KABUGA, deceased, of securing the access control to Byumba Football
Stadium, which was situated some 400 metres from the Stadium. Lieutenant Kabuga
and witness TAP-043 were given specific military orders not to allow anybody to enter
the stadium, unless they were specially authorised to do so.
These orders referred particularly to Major TEONESTE LIZMDE, whose entry into the
Stadium was not to be allowed in the event that he presented himself at the security
control. Major Lizindi was a Hutu who belonged to the A.P.R. High Command, who
after the seizure of Byumba had been appointed Head of its Prefecture (He was released
from jail in Ruhengeri on 23 January 1991 by the A.P.R. and was later murdered abroad
by the same A.P.R., a murder carried out by ESO, as was mentioned before). TAP-043
had to obey these instructions given that Major LIZINDE presented himself at the
Stadium's security control. The witness immediately understood what would happen
next to the latter.
TAP-043 stated that no type of food or assistance of any kind were given to the
rehgees gathered in the Stadium. TAP-043 identified the following high commanders
whom he had personally seen crossing the cited Security controls, and who were the
coordinators of the military operation carried out in Byumba Stadium:
KAY UMBA NYAMWASA, Head of DMI;
RWAHAMA JACKSON MUTABAZI, Operational Commanding Executor;

DAN MUNY ICJZA, DMI's Intelligence Officer;
Doctor JOSEPH KAREMERA
TAP-0'43 told the Court that he had heard personally, both before and after the seizure
of Byurnba, Major General PAUL KAGAME's

specific orders (whose radio code

was "0 BRAVO) to carry out a "screening", a word used internally by the A.P.R. to
signify indiscriminate elimination, as explained by the witness. TAP-043 stated that on
some occasions during the war PAUL KAGAME would give direct orders to
lieutenants. Although in the case of the events previously described the witness had not
heard it personally, he had no doubts that the ultimate orders for this operation had
come from PAUL KAGAME directly.
TAP-043 described the operation which took place on 23 April 1994 at the Byumba

Football Stadium, as follows: Around midnight the soldiers were ordered to surround
the Stadium completely. Once the Stadium was surrounded, grenades were thrown onto
the interior of the Stadium. Once this stage was over, the soldiers went into the Stadium,
firing with machine guns. The attack lasted for several hours and its purpose was to
eliminate the displaced, all of them unarmed civilians. Only very few persons survived
the attack, which according to TAP-043, caused the killing of some soldiers among
themselves, as a result of the conhsing situation created in the Stadium.
The following morning, according to TAP-043, the corpses of the victims were loaded
onto lorries by the A.P.R. soldiers. These lorries were subsequently driven to Akagera
National Park in order to proceed with the mass incineratio11 of the dead. TAP-043
stated that Lieutenant KARAKE KARENZI was the person most responsible for
coordinating the mass incineration of the corpses of the rehgees killed in Byumba
Stadium and also of the corpses of those who had been killed in other operations
carried out in Byumba and in the neighbouring areas.
Considering that the military operation carried out in Byumba Stadium took place on 23
April 1994 and that the alleged disappearance of the priest JOAQUIM VALLM AJO
and other Rwandan priests took place three days later, on 26 April 1994, the witness
was questioned about ,the distance between the Stadium and the place where these
priests were staying.
Witness 'TAP-043 replied that the priests' residence was quite close, some 800 to I000
metres from the Stadium, and that he &as sure that the priests had been able to hear the
massacre being carried out in the Stadium on the night of 23 April. t-le added that
several soldiel-sof the APR. among then1 the witness hitnself. we,-e in tllis area and

gone into a place to have some beer where they saw the priests. The witness recalled
having seen four Rwandan priests and a white one.
TAP-04*3 told the Court what he found out and personally saw with regard to the

aforesaid white priest. He stated that he learned from the person responsible for the unit,
an A.P.R. sergeant named DIDIER, who came from Burundi and whose family name
the witness cannot remember, about the orders the same had received from JAMES
RUZIBIZA (the Company's commanding officer) to kill the priests and to prepare his
unit to carry out the murders on the following morning.
However, according to that which Didier told witness TAP-043, shortly afterwards he
was ordered by the same JAMES RUZIBIZA to carry out other military operations.
Consequently, Didier's mission to murder the priests was abandoned.
TAP-043 reported that which he saw for himself the following day, approximately,

around midday: From his position the witness was able to clearly see RWAHAMA
JACKSON MUTABAZI, accompanied by other A.P.R. soldiers, forcing the wliite

priest into a car which immediately was driven away, TAP-043 stated that there were
no obstacles in his field of vision and that he was as close as necessary to be able to see
perfectly what was happening.
Among the pictures shown to TAP-043, he recognised without any doubt the white
priest who was being referred to in two photographs of priest taken in his later years,
.
witness was asked
confirming that was indeed Priest JOAQUIM V A L L M A J ~ The

whether he could remember the colour or type of vehicle or any other circumstance
regarding the car in which RWAHAMA JACKSON MUTABAZI forced the Spanish
priest into 'The witness replied that he could remember it was a blue Mazda.
"iext, the witness was shown a photograph attached to page 379 of Proceedings.
recognising without any doubt the blue car into which the Spa~lishpriest was forced.
TAP-043 added that the same car had been driven during the following days by the
8

same K W A H A M A JACICSON NIUTABAZI (the car was belonged to the Diocese
C'ornmittee and was used by VALLAMAJO in his activites)

The witness told the Court that although he had seen only RWAHAMA JACKSON
MUTABAZI together with other APR soldiers forcing the white priest to get into the

blue Mazda he immediately understood the purpose of this mission and the results of
the same. According to the unofficial. information which later came into the witness'
knowledge, he learned that both the white priest and the three Rwandan priests had been
executed.
TAP-043 described the two main killing methods used at that time in Byumba, that the

soldiers were ordered to employ: Either by means of a rifle or by means of a farming
implement called AGAFUNI. Despite the fact that the witness was not present at the
execution, he stated that he was quite sure that the priests had been executed with the
AGAFUNl (given that at the time of these events, the soldiers were specifically
instructed to spare ammunition). The witness believes they were executed that same day
or just after, and subsequently taken to Akagera National Park where their corpses were
incinerated, the same as the corpses of the victims of the operations carried out in
Byumba on the same days. What is certain is that the four priests have been missing
ever since that day and their bodies have not yet been found. Although TAP-043 did
not know the identity of the three Rwandan priests who were also executed, according
to the information available,

the same were JOSEPH HITIMANA, FAUSTlN

MULlNDWA aand FIDELE MILINDA.

According to TAP-043, the following persons were undoubtly involved in the
disappearence and the killing of the four cited priests:
KAYUlVZBANYAMWASA,HeadofDMI,

RWAHAMA JACKSON MUTABAZI, DMI's Second in Cornmand;
CHARLES MUSITU, Commanding officer of the 2 1 st Ratallion, in charge of

taking the priests to the chosen spot
DENY S KARERA, A I' R Political Comissair
JOSEPH NZABANI\VITA, a former DM1 ofticer (at present Comrnandi~~g

Otlicer of the External Security Ot'fice-ESO);
MRAYIRE ALPHONSE, deceased,

DANY MUYNUZA, RWAIIAMA ,JACKSON RIU'TABAZI DA1l's assistant

j c rq

TAP-043 explained that "once the war had finished" the international community, in his
words, became aware of the massacres which had been perpetrated by the A.P.R., and
consequently the High Command had ordered the removal of all the corpses which had
not been incinerated, those which had been interred in the common graves dug in the
places where the massacres had taken place, in order to proceed with the transport of
the same to the Akagera National Park where they were to be incinerated.

TAP-043 stated that in April 1994, the Directorate Military Intelligence-DM17spriority
mission was to kill those considered to be their enemies or potentially dangerous,
among the civilian population in general, as well as using preestablished operations.
With regard to these operations in Byumba the witness indicated the names of the three
DM1 persons with most responsibility:

KAYUMBA NYAhlWASA, Head of DMI;
RWAHAMA JACKSON MUTABAZI, DMI's Second in Command, or
DM17sDeputy in Command

STEVEN BALINDA, DMl's Third in Command
Before finishing his first statement, TAP-043, told of important details regarding some
criminal activities carried out by the A.P.R. and .the persons responsible for the same
which had come directly to his knowledge or which he had learned from reliable
sources.
He explained that during 1992 and 1993 many persons and many Hutus were massacred
in Byumba (a place almost wholly populated by Hutus) with the objective of making the
Tutsi families living in Uganda return to Byumba According to the witness, this was
done repeatedly at various dit'ferent moments. He referred in particular to the killings
perpetrated on 8 Febn~ary I993 and the following days in Bvumba and its surrouiidin~
inhabited areas. At that time the witness was a sergeant serving ill the Bravo Batalliori
which was commanded by ('oronel TWAHIRA DODO. I n this regard, the witness
pointed out that these ibere the tactics employed to intinlidate the then President
I-labyaritilana. I-le explained that following these tactics sometime!; uncooperative'l'utsis
~ier-ckilled (or 'Tutsis who belonged to a tribe ditferent to that of'PA111, KAGAhlE, the

Mwega tribe, as was the case of the Bagowe Tutsis), blaming the governmental army
for these killings, consequently provoking a reaction in order to create the so called
"bottleneck" zones.

He also reported other operations involving similar selective killings aimed at
provoking a violent reaction from the civilian population, used as a test for other larger
military operations, as in the cases of the assassination of politicians or opinion leaders
such as EMANUEL GAPYSI, FELICIEN GATABAZI, GATUMBA, MARTIN
BUCYANA, FIDELE RWAMBUKA, among others. The witness stated that the
person with most reponsibility for these operations was Senior Officer KARAKE
KARENZI and CHARLES NGOMANZIZA, deceased, a colleague and a friend of the
witness. In his second statement given to the Court TAP-043 extended the information
about the above mentioned operations.
Witness TAP-043 gave his second statement before the Court on 10 December 2007.

The witness continued reporting the events and extended his first statement, especially

in that which refers to the massacres carried out as from 8 February 1993 in Byumba
and its surrounding inhabited areas, perpetrated by the Bravo Bataillon to which he
belonged at that time. He specifically referred to the massacres carried out in Ngarama,
Nyagahita and Kigasa, situated in the Northwestern area of Rwanda, inhabited
exclusively by persons who belonged to the Hutu ethnic group.
According toTAP-043, the political military purpose of these operations was "to kill
everybody", as ordered by the Commanding Officer of High Command (COHC) Major
Gerleral P A U L KAGAME, by hierarchical order, to the Commanding Officer of the
Bravo Bataillon Colorlel 'TWAHlRWA DODO (previoiisly mentioned byTAP-043) to
Colorlel JOHN BAGABO, to the third person in charge of these operations, Operation

train in^- Otlicer -0 T O

cvho also served in the Bravo Batallion KADAFI

K.AZINT\V.ALI, down to l~~telligenceOfficer 1.0. GACINYA RUGUMYA (to
~vhorn,among 0 others, 'I'A 1'-038 referred)
According to TAP-043 these operations were used to decimate and to eli~ninate
conipletely the Hutu ci~ilianpopulation (as previously reported hv witness M A R I E

BEATRICE UMUTESI whose family members were murdered). The land and the
belongings of these civilians were looted by the A.P.R. soldiers or F.P.R. members and
also by the Tutsi refbgees returning from Uganda. TAP-043 stated that each Company
had to bury the dead it had caused, recalling that his Company had interred some 200 to
300 persons.

He continued his statement referrring to his specific knowledge regarding the organized
violent murder perpetrated on 8 May 1993 (a non declared war period and just before
the signing of the the Arusha Peace Agreements) of an important Rwandan politician
EMMANUEL GAPYSI, leader of Mouvement Democratique Republicain

-

MDR

(The party opposed to President Habyarimana) and leader of the Forum for Peace and
Democracy, an political integrating platform. Irrespective of the irrelevance in criminal
law of the real or supposedly actual reasons which led the persons responsible to
perpetrate the above mentioned murder, TAP-043 pointed out that EMMANUEL
GAPYSI had initially been well regarded by the F.P.R/A.P.R for his strong opposition
to President Habyarimana and his regime, a position which fitted with the group's with
purposes. However, soon after he became considered as an enemy of the A.P.R.E.P.R.
given his political position which was against seizing power by force and at any price
(as defended by the A.P.R.E.P.R. leaders).
Although TAP-043 did not explain the specific preparation details for killing
EMMANUEL GAPYSI, (since this was not usually done among the A.P.R.), he did
inform about the persons and the structure used by the A.P.R.E.P.R.for carrying out his
violent death, since one of the executors, CHARLES NGOMANZIZA, was a childhood
friend of the witness and they remained good friends.
C'harles Negomanziza was born in Guikondo, Kigali capital, and was a sub lieutenant
servlng in the A.P R Third Batallion He died in the middle of 1994, seen~inglycaused
by 'Lf~-iendly
fire" Before lie died he had told the witness that "The Tecniciens", (the

name also given to the Netwoi k commando which was already mentioned by TAP-003)
Litas put in charge of ending GAPYSl's life CHARLES NGOMANZIZA told the
witness .that besides himself others had participated in GAPYSl's violent death, such as
Sergeant DAN NLIAKUHUTSE (also deceased in 200 I), Sergeant M UGISIIA, a-.k.a.
"interahamwe" (a soldier serving in the High C:ornmand who was known by the

previously mentioned name because he organized the killing of Tutsis who were
considered to be A.P.R./F.P.R.'s "enemies", so that the violent Hutu extremist group,
the

"Interahamwe" would be blamed for the killing), and Captain HUBERT

KAMUGISHA.
According to the same TAP-043 this operation was coordinated by KARAKE
KARENZI, a Lieutenant at that time (Senior Oficer

-

S.O. of the A.P.R) and by

Lieutenant colonel CHARLES KAYONGA (Third Batallion's Commanding Officer
and a member of the Network Commando) under the orders of Major General PAUL
KAGAME (as in any strategic operations given that the decision could not have been
made by the two officers mentioned alone).
TAP-043 stated that the same commando and the same persons, together with other
soldiers, organized the murders of some relevant politicians, such as FELLICIEN
GATABAZI's (the founder and President of the Social Democratic Party, a party also
opposed to Habyarimana's regime) at the beginning of 1994, namely, on 21 February
1994. The witness mentioned the following persons as directly responsible for the above
mentioned murder: Captain

HUBERT KAMUGISHA, Captain GODEFROID

NTUKAYAJEMO and DIDIER MAZIMPAKA, besides

Lieutenant Colonel

KARAKE KARENZI, and Lieutenant Colonel CHARLES KAYONGA.
TAP-043 pointed out that after GATABAZI's death, "les Techniciens" (Network
Commando members) killed a Tutsi woman called EMERITA who worked as a taxi
driver in Kigali who apparently had seen or heard some inconvenient information about
GATABAZI's death. They blamed the deaths, including the taxi driver's, as they had
done on other occasions; on the "interahamwes", when these murders had actually been
committed by relevant members of the Network Commando.
With regard to Lieutenant Colonel KARAKE KARENZC hrther informat~onwas
given by the witness Karake Karenzi was PAUL KAGANlE's field assistant during
the war and, as soon as the war finished, he was appointed Chief of the Directorate
Military Intelligence -DM1 in July 1994 (replacing KAY UMBA NYAMWASA who
was appointed the Gendarmerie's Chief of General Staff and, subsequentely, the A I' R
Chief of General Stat]'

TAP-043 points out that he is sure that Lieutenant Colonel KARAKE KARENZI, in
his capacity as Supreme Chief of the military intelligence services from July 1994 to
March 1997, knew of and was in agr'eement with the massacres carried out against the
civilian population after the war, throughout 1994 and 1995, as well as the massacres
of the civilian inhabitants of the areas of Ruhengeri, Ginsenyi and Cyangugu at the end
of 1996 and the first three months of 1997 (therefore he was aware of the death of 4

U-N. observers on 11 January 1997 in Gicye; the death of the Spanish members of the
organization Medicos del Mundo; the bullet wounds inflicted on a U.S.A. national on
18 January 1997 in Ruhengeri; the death of the Canadian national Guy Pinard on 18
January 1997 in Kampanga; the death of five Observers Mission agents from the U.N.
High

Commision for

Human

Rights

(HRFOR) on 4 February

1997 in

KarengerdCyangugu; the killing perpetrated in Ruhengeri Stadium on 2 and 3 March
1997). Lieutenant Colonel KARAKE KARENZI was also aware of the systematically
prepared massacres of civilians, mainly Hutus, in strategic places such as Ruhengeri,
Gisenyi and Cyangugu during the first three months of 1997.

TAP-043 continued his statement referring to the violent deaths of the bishops and
members of the clergy in Gakirazo at the beginning of June 1994. He stated his two
sources of information regarding these events.
On the one hand, his sister (herinafter designated as TAP-AAA) who besides being
present when the events took place had also lost her own child (TAP-043's nephew), as
will be seen below.
On the other hand, TAP-043 carried out his own discrete investigation among the
A.P.R. members (discretely carried out since he wanted to find out about his own

nephew's death and also because he did not want to risk his own life, given what he
knew regarding the elimination of persons considered as enemies carried out by the
A . P .R . ) .

The last piece of information about these events came from an A. P R. ofXcer (an offic.er
who served in the 157th Batallion and was put in charge of the operation. At present

this officer is a rehgee in Uganda who fears for his own life and will be hereinafter
designated as TAP-BBB)
TAP-043 explained that at the beginning of June 1994, still during the period of the
"official" war, the 157th

Mobile Batallion, under the command of Commanding

OEcer Colonel FRED IBINGIRA

,

surrounded and seized Kabgayi, near Gakurazo

(a Central Rwandan area which belonged to the Gitarama Prefecture, Southeast of
Mugina, the area where the Spanish priest ISIDRO UZCUDUN was serving at that
time, as has already been stated by witness TAP-038)
After the military seizure of Kabgayi, the A.P.R. forces warned Commanding Officer
FRED IBINGIRA that among the thousands of persons who were gathered in this
place there were also three high ecclesiastic figures accompanied by various priests.
TAP-043 explained that Colonel Fred Ibingira decided to separate the above
mentioned bishops and priests from the rest of the civilians and wait for specific
inst ructions referring to these "enemies".
After moving the same to various places for alleged security reasons and inviting them
to collect their belongings also for security reasons, the bishops and the priests were
taken some 3 km from Kabagayi, namely to Gakurazo where the Josefite Brothers'
Headquarters were located. TAP-043' s sister and nephew, among other persons, had
voluntarily sheltered in the aforesaid headquarters looking for their own protection and
security.
TAP-043

gave the names of the three bishops who were at the above mentioned

Josetlte Brothers' pr.emises:VICENT NSENGIYUMVA (Archbishop of Kigali)
THADEE NSENG (Bishop of Kabayi) and JOSEPH RUZINDANA (Bishop of
Byumba)

As for the priests,

TAP-043 recalls two in particular INNOCENT

GASABWOOYA, (the t'onner General Vicar of Kamony Dicocese) an execellent Hutu

priest and a good friend of TAP-043's hmily and 'TAP-AAA and JEAN BAPTISTE.
NSlNGA, who was also a 'Tutsi priest whom the witness remembered as the Father
Superior of the Josefite Brothers (Brothers of Saint Joseph).

According to that which TAP-AAA told her brother, the witness TAP-043, at some
point during the evening of 5 June 1994 several persons were together in a room,

INNOCENT GASABWOYA, among them. The 8 year old son of TAP-AAA,
RICHARD SHEJA, was playing'with Innocent Gasabwoya when suddenly an
unidentified soldier came into the room, asked the latter to follow him to another room
and told the child to stay behind. As the child refused to leave the priest, they were both
taken away by the soldier.
Although TAP-043 does not know the exact day and time, TAP-BBB learned that

Colonel FRED IBINGIRA informed Major General PAUL KAGAME of the
situation and asked the latter what he should do with the bishops and the priests
(probably informing Kagame that there were two Tutsis among the same). The reply
Ibingira received was that he was to kill them all, irrespective of their ethnic group (as
will be seen below these orders were ratified by witness TAP-002 who had personally
heard the same because he was standing next to PAUL KAGAME at the moment they
were talking on the radio).

TAP-043 described that the bishops and the priests were brought together in a room and
were all shot immediately, including his own nephew RICHARD SHEJA. TAP-043
identified two of the persons who fired against the group: Lieutenant WLSON

GABONZIZA and Corporal SAMUEL KARENZEZI, a.k.a. "VIKI". He also
identified the commanding officers who participated directly in this operation and
pointed out in hierarchical order, the following persons:

Colonel FRED IBINGIRA, Commanding Officer of 157th Mobile Batallion.
under the strict orders of Major General PAUL KAGAME;

Colonel ERlK MUROKORE, Deputy Commadning Oficer of 157th Mobile
Batallion,

Captwill WILSON CClhllSIRIZA, Intelligence Oficer ( I 0 ) of 157th Mobile

a

Bat allion,

Captain WlLLY RAGABE, Deputy Intelligence Oficer (1 0 ) of 157th

0

;

Mobile Batallion

Apparently, once the group had been fired at with machine guns they realised they had
also killed RICHARD. As learned by witness TAP-043, the A.P.R. officers had an
argument about whether they should kill Richard's mother or not (TAP-AAA), given
the risk of her disclosing the events (we point out that TAP-AAA's husband. who
belonged to the Tutsi ethnic group, was an important FPR collaborator). The A.P.R.
officers told TAP-AAA that they had killed her son by mistake. Seemingly, later the
DM1 had wanted to compensate her, threatening her at the same time in order to secure
her silence about the murders.
Regarding the year 1994, TAP-043 extended and specified some of the crimes he had
referred to in his first statement which were perpetrated during that year. He specifically
referred to the Simba Bataillon (Lion Batallion as translated from Swahili by the
witness), a military unit formed by the Instructors of the Training Wing, created
especially to attack and to kill the civilian population of Byumba and its surrounding
area. He specifically referred to two officers responsible for this unit, who stood out for
their numerous operations in the above mentioned area:
DAN MUNYUSA, a Training Wing Intelligence Officer who also belonged to the
Centre d'Entreinement situated in Akagera Park, and a DM1 member (to whom several
protected witnesses have referred) who participated, among other activites, in the
massacre carried out at Byumba Stadium on 23 February 1994 (previously described);
in the massacre of Ecole Social du Bon Conseil in Buymba, on 24 April 1994 and
Byhambe School Centre in Byumba on 26 April 1994 (described in page no. 91 of
Proceedings), together with RWAHAMA JACKSON MUTABAZI (as has been
confirmed and extended by TAP-002) in systematic massacres of civilians in Giti (see
map, Souteast of Byumba) between the months of April and June 1994, as well as in the
selective murder of young soldiers recruited by the APR in the Centre d'Entreinement,
vourlg Hutu recruits considered as the enemy's accomplices.
Furthermore, N'itness TAP-043 referred to DAN NI UNY UZA' s participation in
various attacks on the refugee calnps of Kivu-North and Kivu-South. and Kisangani and
various selective murders, all perpetrated in Zaire as ti-om IC196 He also pointed out the
name of Colonel PATRICK NYAhlBUMBA regarding the inassacres carried out.
above all, ill lqc)4 on hlurambi. Kizimbu and Kigali Kilral

In addition, TAP-043 explained that he had direct knowledge of the events which
occurred the day of the presidential attack, that is on 6 April 1996. Although these
events are being investigated by the French Courts, as was previously stated, the Court
shall refer to the brief summary made by the witness since the same will confirm up to a
certain point the prima facie evidence pointing to the responsibility of some of the
A.P.R.B.P.R. high commanding officers.

Witness TAP-043 pointed out he was present in the High Command on the evening of
6 April 1994. He explained that at that time the A.P.R. General Headquarters were
situated in Mulindi and that Major General PAUL KAGAME9sPersonal Guard was
posted at the headquarters as well as the F.P.R.'s top civilian political officials such as,
for instance, the P.M.M. -Political Mass Mobilization, Tite Rutaremara, Director of the
F.P.R. Political Committee, and Pasteur Bizimungu, the future President.
He explained that on the same 6 April 1994 there were some 60 High Command
officers in a room known as "Arusha" (key place for political meetings) watching an
African Cup football match between Zambia and Mali (Semi-final), remarking the
absence of JAMES KABAREBE who was not there and had been absent during the
day. Kabarebe was in a place known as "Sign Offl~e'.Half way through the match,

JAMES KABAREBE, without wearing a hat, burst into the room, (something which in
different circumstances would have been considered as serious breach of discipline)
rushed to greet his Superior Chief PAUL KAGAME and without uttering a word,
showed the latter the palm of his hand. TAP- 043 was standing nearby, some 6 to 7
metres. PAUL KAGAME, left the room immediately, without saying anything, and
was followed by the others Although the witness at that time did not know what was
happening, a friend of his, Lieutenant Rodi, told him that he had seen with his own
eyes the sign of the cross drawn in JAiMES KABAREBE's hand, the hand the latter
haci shown to YALTL KAGAlME.

'TAP-043 corlfirlned that the mllitary units were on .'Stand by Class I", that is to say,

they were ready for military action He pointed out the first Batallioll that was to attack
the gover-nmental army positions (FAR) was specifically the 1 57th Batallion which also
attacked the civilian populat~onall way from Byumba to Ciitarama This batallion was
lead by Color~clIJREJJI 1 HIIVGl Ki\ was joined latei- by other batallions heading i i o m

North to South which confirmed that military operations had been previously arranged
and prepared to be carried out just after the presidential attack (coinciding with that
which was hlly described by TAP-003)
Next, TAP-043 reported in hll detail some military operations which were ordered
directly by Major General PAUL KAGAME which he had witnessed himself He told
the Court that he had personally heard the military instructions from PAUL KAGAME
by radio to JAMES KABAREBE. The latter and the witness were serving together in
the Heavy Artillery Unit at the end of April beginning of May 1994 located in the city
of Byumba. He pointed out that the radio code for PAUL KAGAME was O.BRAVO
(0.B) and JAMES KABAREBE's was 1O.Hotel (1O.H.). Witness TAP-043 had heard
with his own ears PAUL KAGAME ordering the "screening" (referring to cleansing all
the civilian population) of the city of Byumba, bearing in mind that almost all the
inhabitants of this city belonged to the Hutu ethnic group).
In addition, at the end of June 1994 he was also a direct witness of PAUL KAGAME's
orders, given by radio, to JAMES KABAREBE. At that time the witness was still
serving in the Heavy Artillery Unit, preparing the final seizure of the capital Kigali. The
orders were to fire with heavy artillery against the civilian population of Kigali,
indicating as the specific targets the market and churches where the majority of rehgees
were sheltering. (the armament used had been delivered by Uganda, namely 122
Howtzer canons and 122 Guns, and also 76 mm, 120 mm, 107/Katiuskaand 14 mm).
The witness compared these two military orders which were carried out by JAMES

KABAREBE to other military operations which were carried as a result of receiving
general orders which did not need the direct approval or the direct instructions from

PAIJL KAGAME (as for instance, during the seizing of Kanombe International Airpon
{Kigali) the inassacre of the civilian population which was fleeing to Gikomero without
k n o ~ i n g that J A M E S KABAKEBE Itas precisely in that place In this case
KAHAKEBE did not need any instr-uctions from his military superiors, since general

instnlctions had already been glven to this st't'ect)
Finally, TAP-043 refel-red to the two wars in ZairelD. R. of Congo, that is in 1 996- 1 'j97
and 1998 onwards. First he stated clearly and with certainty that the leaderstlip in botll

wars was in the hands of the A.P.R.F.P.R., although in each case some type of cover
was used, explaining that the number of Congolese participants had been very small and
that they had always acted under the orders of Rwandan members of the the A.P.R.
After a brief summary about the principal batallions involved in

the operations in the

D. R.C and the persons responsible for the same, the witness pointed out the two main
objectives of these wars: Looting of property and belongings and the mass killing of
Rwandan refugees in first place and secondly the killing of Congolese civilians in the
key areas of natural resources. Both objectives involved military operations of different
scales. He mentioned JAMES KABAREBE, in this' case in his capacity as
Commanding Officer of the A.P.R. Batallions in Zaire/D.R.of Congo, as the highest
ranking officer acting under the direct orders of Major General PAUL KAGAME,
both of them the persons with most responsibility for the macro military operations
carried out in this territory.

TAP-043 stated that the Directorate Military Intelligence was the principal organizer
and executor of the pillage carried out, involving both money and minerals, and also
other valuable natural resources. He added that the proceeds of pillage in 2aireDR.C.
was delivered to the DM1 headquarters. The witness referred to the relevant DM1
members who had participated both in the systematic looting of property and in the
above mentioned killings: KARAKE KARENZI, in his capacity as Chief of DM1
until March 1997, DAN MUNYUZA and JACK NZIZA (although no specific details
were given by this witness, the information available points to the responsibility of the
latter for the massacres perpetrated in Shabunda, Kisangani and Maniema from April to
July 1997), in their capacity of important DM1 members also outposted in ZaireD R of
Congo to carry out special operations.
I t needs to be pointed out that both JAhlES KABAREBE and DAN MUNYUZA and
.JACK NZIZA have been identified by the United Nations Experts Parlel as having

been involved in pillage in the L)emocratic Republic of Congo. They were both
included in the lists of the Annexes of the two l i N Reports presented in this case.
Report Sl200 113 57 and Report S/2002/ 1 146

TWENTY-FIRST. Witness TAP-018 gave his statement before the Court on 2
October 2007.

TAP-018 centred his statement onahis long journey as a refugee in Zaire, mainly during
1996 and 1997 and his forced return to Rwanda. As in the case of hundreds of
thousands of Rwandans, he took refuge in neighbouring Zaire after the presidential
attack and the violent events which followed the same. Similarly to witness

BEATRICEUMUTESI, TAP-018 was in the city of Bukavu when the same was
attacked by Rwandan soldiers (as was stated by some witnesses belonging to the A.P.R.,
the attack was carried out by the 1Olst Batallion, lead by Colonel ALEX KAGAME).
As in the case of thousands of refugees, he had fled from the rehgee camps situated in
Eastern Zaire heading West. The witness told of bath the return to Rwanda of a certain
number of refugees and the massacres carried out in the various refbgee camps and on
the escape routes, as the survivors arrived at the place where TAP-018 was staying.

TAP-018 told the Court that from the very beginning of the events many refugees did
not trust ACNUR and SADAKO OGATA, Acnur's High Commissioner for Rehgees,
since the latter thanked the "rebels" (Rwandan soldiers of the A.P.R. and
banyamulenges) for their "efforts" in the mass repatriation of refugees which from the
very beginning had not been a voluntary repatriation in many cases.
He centred his statement on the events of Tingi Tingi Camp where he arrived in
December 1996. He told the Court that he was chosen by the refugees as one of the
three persons responsible in that Camp. He was appointed Secretary (after the President
and Vice-president). He confirmed the existence of reconaissance flights. As a
representative of Tingi Tingi Camp he participated in the Delegation which received
EMMA BONINO (in her capacity as European Commissioner for E.U. Humanitar-ian
Action).

I-le explained that the visit caused relief since it served to recognise that they existed and
he compared Ms Bonino's visit to the visit paid later by Ms Sadako Ogata. The
witness stated that he had decided not to be present as Secretary during the latter's visit
and he pointed out that Ms O ~ a t areceived a cold welcome from many of the ref~~gees
who reproached AC'NUR and their highest representative for having failed to protect

them. During her visit to Tingi Tingi, ACNUR's highest representative offered the
refugees the option of repatriation, which was considered the best option for the same
and the only way ACNUR could help them (only to return to the country).
The witness described the deplorable conditions in Tingi Tingi Camp where many
people died, explaining that many rehgees had fled Tingi Tingi as a result of the
rebels' advance, the attacks made on the camp and the abandonment by the
humanitarian organizations. Witness TAP-018 left the camp, as did many other
refugees, at the end of February 1997.
TAP-018 stated he had met both TAP-041 and MARIE BEATRICE UMUTESI
during his journey to escape. He gave a short summary of the massacres which were
carried out at the river Lobutu and in Lobotu Camp where many refugees were
sheltering.

Next, he described the events that occured in KASESE-2 Camp (a refbgee camp
situated in the axis between Ubundu and Kisangani taking advantage of an existing
railway line, as has been documented by the document shown and the statetment given
by witness HUBERT SAUPER).
The witness estimates that between KASESE-1 and KASES-2, closer to Kisangani,
there must have been some 100.000 refugees. He explained he had arrived at this Camp
in April 1997. The Rwandan soldiers arrived at Kasese Camp on 22 April and attacked
it with heavy armament and automatic rifles, causing the death of thousands of persons
(the witness could not describe at that moment all the details of some of the most
dramatic events he had experienced). TAP-018 fled to the the forest where he hid for 10
davs.
TAP-018 went back to KASESE-2 Camp after surviving in the forest for the days
rnentioned above He told the Court that a few days later ACNUR started the forced
repatriation of the refiigees who had sunrived and had decided to go back to the camp
He gave a short description of his journey through Kisangani up to Kigali PISsoon as
he arrived in Rwanda he b a s immediately put in jail He stated he was in iarious

Rwandan detention centres until the nloment of his release, thanks to a Tutsi famils who

informed the authorities that between April and July 1994 the witness had saved the
lives of some Tutsis.

TWENTY-SECOND.

Witness TAP-013 gave her statement before the Court on

2 October 2007.
Just like hundreds of thousands of Rwandans he took rehge in neighbouring Zaire after
the presidential'attack and the violent events which followed the same. He fled in July
1994, coinciding with the violent seizure of power by the A.P.R.1F.P.R. TAP-013 told
the Court she had stayed in Mugunga Camp until September 1996 and later on 2
November 1996, just before the attack on Kashusha Rehgee Camp where 50.000
persons were living, she was forced to escape given the expected attack. The witness
learned that heavy armament had been used in this attack and as far as she knows the
nearby camps of Inera and Adi-Kivu were also attacked with heavy armament.
Next, she summarised her flight from the area of Bukavu which ended up in WedjiSecli, near Mbandaka. She walked 2.000 km in extreme conditions, from the East to
West. She survived in spite of suffering real hardship of all types, military attacks
included, until the end of her journey. In short the most important parts of her journey
were the following: From Kashusha to Nyambiwe, crossing Shanmi, Lumbishi,
Walikale, Tingi Tingi (heading for Kisangani but changing route before arriving), and
later crossing Ikela and Bokoungu, arriving exhausted to Wendji-Secli where she
coincided with TAP-041.
The witness lost two of her brothers in Lumbishi: PAUL TWAGIRAMUNGU and
JOSEPH BINEMINMA. Similarly to that which was stated previously by the
witnesses who reported similar events, TAP-013 stated that the soldiers who attacked
them spoke Kinyarwanda among themselves, a language which is not spoken in Zaire
;inti is onlv spoken

ill

Rwanda and therefore she had arrived at the conclusion that they

were being chased by A.P.K./F.P.R.soldiers Since the witness had been in Tingi Tingi
she gave her opinion regarding the events that had occured in this Camp and confirmed
that which was stated above by witnesses MARIE t3EATRIC:E LTMLJTESI, 'TAP-041
and''r~1'-0 18. The witness confirmed as well EblhlA BONINO's visit to this canip and
the visit paid later by SDADAKO OGA'I'A.

TAP-013 described the attack on Wendji-Secli in May 1997. Although the international
community and the majority of the organizations thought there were no refugees left,
the truth is that many of these had arrived in Wendji-Secli and Mbandaka in extreme
conditions and once there, the rehgees were attacked again by soldiers using automatic
rifles which caused the death of many of them (The witness' older sister TERESA
M U I S M Y E M A died in Sendji-Secli).
TWENTY-THIRD.

Witness TAP-002 gave his statement before the Court on

1 1 December 2007.

TAP-002 an A.P.R. officer who belonged to the Tutsi ethnic group, born in Mbarara
(Uganda), replying to the questions asked by the Prosecution Ministry and the Counsel
representing the other parties in this case (Private Accusation and Class action),
showed his sound knowledge of the criminal acts perpetrated in Rwanda and in
particular during the period between 1988 when he joined the National Resistance
Army-NRA (Ugandan Army) and later in March 1991 when he became a member of the
A.P.R. and was attached to its High Command and until November 2001, the date he
escaped to Uganda to exile, because he found out through a colleague of his from the
A.P.R. High Command that he was going to be killed.
TAP-002 ratified before the Court, as other witnesses did, recognising the signature on
all its pages as his own signature, an original document containing his written testimony
which corresponds to another original document deposited, as stated by the witness, in a
closed envelope at the Notary of Barcelona, Mr. Lorenzo P. Valverde Garcia, registered
in his protocol with number 1091, dated 28 May 2004.
TAP-002 then described how the High Command and Major General PAUL

KAG.AbLE's Presidential Guard were formed. His description was similar to TAP013's He pointed out that he was one of the eleven 01) officers of a selected military

group who were directly in charge of PALIL KAGAME's personal security and
therefore he had accompanied the latter on inany military operations carried out during
various periods

Bearing in mind that he belonged to the military intelligence circle which was closest to
Major General PAUL KAGAME, C.H.C., he had carried out numerous intelligence

tasks with the purpose of being permanently informed of key actions carried out by the
A.P.R/F.P.R in various places in Rwanda and later in Zaireh3.R.C. Consequently, the
witness had first hand information about key criminal acts perpetrated against the
expatriates, against the Rwandan civilian population and later against Congolese
civilians, or he learned about the same through the officers and soldiers who
participated directly in these operations. As will be described below, he was also aware
of criminal acts of large scale pillage.
TAP-002 referrred to what he knew about the abduction and subsequent killing of six

priests and/or priests's assistants in Byumba on April 1994, among whom was
JOAQUIM VALLMAJO. He separated the information he had obtained directly from

that which had come to his knowledge indirectly. Regarding that which he witnessed
directly he pointed out two specific events:
Firstly,

the message sent by Colonel CHARLES MUSITU, the 21st Batallion

Commanding Officer (operating in Byumba, confirming TAP-043's statement) to the
High Command through "Radio Manpack", informing that "six enemies" had been
arrested and that they had been taken to the Directorate Military Intelligence- DM1
Headquarters by the A.P.R. soldiers. (At that time the headquarters were situated in the
city of Byumba). TAP-002 had personally read the contents of this message at around
14:OO hours in the High Command Headquarters.
Secondly, he described his own visit to Byumba in pursuance of his mission as a High
Command Intelligence.Officer, with the purpose of obtaining direct information i ~ rsifrr
regarding the contents of the above mentioned message received at the Headquarters
SO

that the witness coiild inform about the circumstances to Chairman High

Cornrnand C.H.C. P A t J L KAGAhlE if he so requested.
TAP-002 told the Court he had gone to Hyiimba late in the evening to meet Colorlel

RFVAHAMA JACKSON hItJTABA%I (TAP-002 explained that if it were not for his

work as an intelligence Oflicer attached to the High Command, a 2nd Lieutenad. as he
was, would never- dare to address hin~sclfdirectly to a Colonel who mould n e w - have

received him). Colonel Jackson Mutabazi informed him and showed him the six
persons arrested, classifying the same as "the enemies", and did not say anything else.
TAP-002 explained that he had seen with his own eyes Colonel RWAHAMA
JACKSON MUTABAZI striking the white priest's face and shouting at him, saying

literally "You wiN never itform anybody again, VaZZumayh... " He stated that he did not
know the white priest's name and that he had never heard it before. It was in these
circumstances that he first heard this name which he thought sounded as he pronounced
it before (given that the name was not familiar to the witness, that is to say it was
neither a Rwandan or an African name).
Next, the witness was shown the photographs which have been presented in this case.
He easily recognised the white priest who had been arrested and was in the hands of
Colonel RWAHAMA JACKSON MUTABAZI, who had slapped the priest on the

face. He also explained that the six arrested persons were in a terrible state, they looked
exhausted, dirty and had no shoes on. He told the Court that he had come back to the
A.P.R. Headquaraters with the absolute certainty of what was going to happen

following his visit as an intelligence officer: Basically these "enemies" would be
tortured, then murdered and their corpses subsequentely interred in a common grave or
burnt .
Although TAP-002 had only met Colonel RWAHAMA JACKSON MUTABAZI for
the purpose above mentioned, he gave the names of the following persons who,
according to his knowledge and his hnctions as an intelligence officer, one way or
other would have been involved in planning and executing the murder of JOAQUIM

-1

VALLAMAJO and of the Rwandan priests and their assistants. (as can be seen these

names coincide with those given by other witnesses, particularly, TAP-043 and TAP-

C;c~ieraI KAY UN1 BA NY,4kI WASA, identitied by TAP-002 as the Second in

command after the High Cornmand Chairman, Major General PAUL
Colorlei RWAHARIA JACKSON MUTABAZI, identified by TAP-002 as the

Second in rank in this casc,

Colonel DANY MUNYUZA, identified by TAP-002 as the Third in rank in this
case;

Major or Captain DENYS KARERA;
Major or Captain JOSEPH NZABAMWITA (who would later become
Lieutenant Colonel)
Major or Captain MBAYRE ALPHONSE, deceased.
Finalizing his testimony regarding the death of JOAQUIM VALLMAJO and the other
Rwandan priests's, TAP-002 pointed out that three days after his visit to the DM1
Headquarters in Byumba described above, his Byumba DM1 colleague, 2nd. Lieutenant
DANIEL NDARUHUTSE confirmed that the priests had been murdered somewhere on
the outskirts of Byumba.
Although his colleague had not explained anything else about the murders, witness

TAP-002 is convinced that in this particular case, considering that a white man was
involved, their corpses must have been incinerated with petrol in order to eliminate any
evidence.

JOAQUIM

VALLAMAJO,

JOSEPH

HITIMANA,

FAUSTIN

MULINDWA and FIDELE MILINDA have been missing for 14 years and their
corpses have never been found.
The witness was shown Page no. 379 of Proceedings and he stated that he recognizes
the blue car in the photograph as the car which Colonel RWAHAMA JACKSON

MUTABAZI drove for a few days.
Next, TAP-002 told the Court how he had found out about the death of the four Marista
brothers in the East of .Zaire. He stated that although he had not witnessed the events
directlv he had learned indirectly about them given his fbnction as an intelligence
Officer.

TAP-002 was informed by General KAYUhlBA NYAMWASA (once again we have
a high ranking officer informing an 1 . 0 attached to the High Command) about four
brothers or priests who
I . C > ~ I I/he
- ~ I~ I~ ,~~~

"17~ldhcen

~ I I I11,O F('01,go
I S

",

nlrll.del-ed hccc~ri.re/hey \i1e,.c C [ I I I . Y I F I[)1,o/7/em.r
~

However, the witness learned the details of this

military operation through Captain JOAQUIM HABIMANA who was commanding
a DM1 section formed by

eleven (1 1) persons operating in Zaire. According to that

which TAP-002 found out, Captain JOAQUIM HABIMANA was the commanding
officer in charge of the group who executed the 4 Marista brothers who, apparently, had
been separated into groups of two, had been tortured before being violently killed at two
different moments and then their corpses had been thrown into a septic tank.
Although witness TAP-002 was not present in situ, he was shown page 409 of
Proceedings. The witness stated that the septic tank he was being shown was compatible
with the short description given to him by Captain JOAQULM HABIMANA
regarding the place into which the corpses of the Spanish Marista brothers had been
thrown.
According to TAP-002, Captain JOAQUIM HABIMANA acted within the
framework of his fbnctions as an officer attached to the DM1 and with the support of the
157th Mobile Batallion based in Bukaw (a key place situtated in Sud-Kiw, Zaire in
those days and now the Democratic Republic of Congo). Based on what he learned from
the above mentioned Captain and on the military intelligence information available to
him, the following persons were responsible for the deaths of the 4 Spanish Marista
brothers:
Colonel CEASER KAYIZARZ, Commanding Officer of 157th Mobile

Bat allion;
Lieutenant

Colonel

ERIK

MUROKORE,

157th Mobile Batallion

Commanding Officer Deputy;
These two officers who would never have carried out this type of operation without
previous instruction or authorization. They firstly would have asked for the pertinent
ni~thorizatiorland then would have irlforrrletl the following persolis:

Lieutei~antCo\one\ KAKAUE KARENZ\, identified by TAP-002 as the

person with most responsibility in the D M and a superior of Captain
JOAQUIM HABIMANA (chief of the DM I Section and the person responsible

for the operation)

General KAYUMBA

NYAMWASA, identified by TAP-002 as the

Commanding Oficer of all the military units of the A.P.R. in Zaire/D.R.of
Congo;
These three officers are directly under the order of C.H.C. Major General

PAUL KAGAME.
TAP-002 told the Court that the same Captain JOAQUIM HABIMANA informed

him about the operation carried out against members of the clergy in Kalima (a
massacre perpetrated on 25 February 1997). This Captain was leading a DM1
Command, this time under the direct orders of Lieutenant Colonel ALEX KAGAME,
lOlst Batallion Commanding Officer and of Lieutenant Colonel KARAKE

KARENZI in his capacity as the person with most responsibility within the DM1 and as
a superior of the Captain and, ultimately under the orders of Major General PAUL

KAGAME.
TAP-002 explained that Captain JOAQUIM HABIMANA was arrested shortly after
this operation since it became known that one of the priests had escaped from this
massacre. The witness stated that the Captain had complained about his arrest to the
witness.

TAP-002 confirmed in his statement given before the Court, the military operations
carried out by the A.P.R-1F.P.R against the civilian population belonging to the Hutu
ethnic group in strategic places such as Ruhengeri, Gisenyi and Cyangugu during the
years of 1997 and 1998 (Three Spanish cooperators of the organization Medicos del
Mundo were murdered in one of these operations). As a military intelligence oficer

TAP-002 was in a position to describe which strategy was used and who were the
persons in charge of carrying out the same

He ewpla~nedthat special operations of the h P RIF P R were carried out in Ruhengeri.
led b y C a p t a i ~JIJSTIIS
~
MAJYAhIBERE (Intelligence Otticer, I 0 of the Ruhengeri

Military Brigade) and 2nd LIEUTENANT EVARISTE KARENZI

(Intelligence

Otficer..,1 0 of the DMI) directly controlled by Getleral KAY UMBA NJ'AM WASA.
A highly specialized mixed commando was organized and put in charge of attacking the
Hut11 civrllat~population of' Kuhcngeri Simulated attacks from "inflitratetl Ilutus" were

selectively and rapidly carried out, which, in turn, provoked the "necessary7'reaction of
the regular army who used it as an excuse to "cleanse the area from rebels or persons

~t!howere considered to be e~~emies"
(identifying in this way the persons who were
opposed to F.P.R.1A.P.R.objectives):
The officers in charge of the A.P.R. regular Army in Ruhengeri were Captain

KARARA MISINGO and Lieutenant ALPHONSE KAJE. These officers gave
specific orders to their soldiers who belonged to the structure parallel to the
A.P.R/F.P.R (usually two sections of the A.P.R/F.P.R. army formed by a total of 20 to
30 soldiers) to "cleanse the area from the irzflitrated" (causing massacres of 40 to 50

civilians) following the simulated attack by the alleged "rebels and in3ltrated7'.
As pointed out by witness TAP-002, some of these operations were carried out in
Kabere-1, Kabere-2, Nyakinama (as was stated by TAP-004, the members of the
Spanish organization Medicos del Mundo found out about two of these operations, a
circumstance which could have led to their murder), Mukingo, Nyamutera, Gatonde,
Ndusu, Cyabingo and other nearby inhabited areas belonging to the Ruhengeri
Prefecture. Between 40 to 50 persons were massacred in each of these operations
According to TAP-002, the same method was used in the events which took place in
Gisenyi Prefecture (situtated in the Northeast of Rwanda, North of Lake Kivi next to
Zaire). Planned attacks were also carried out on Kanama, Rwerere, Nyanyumba and
Mutura, each one causing some fifty deaths. In these cases the person responsible for
these special operations was PETER KALIMBA (10 1st Batallion Deputy
Commanding Of'ficer), Captain MATAYO (Intelligence Ot'ficer, 1.0. of lolst
Batallion of the Gisenyi Brigade) and Lieutenant FRANK BAKUNZI (Intelligence
Officer of Gisenyi Gendarmerie) The same methods were always used, that is a mixed
group led by military members of the structure parallel to the A P RIF P R who
belonged both to the army and to the police (Gendarmerie) Lieutenant Colonel
GASANA RtIRARYL was the person responsible for the operations carried out in

Cyangugu Prefecture where the same methods were used
TAP-002 stated that within the fi-amework of his intelligence work attached to tlre High

Command, he he was confirmed by the proper General KAY IJMBA NYAM WASA,

during a meeting held in Cyangugu, that "the problem had been promptly eliminated",
referring to the elimination of three or four white men in Ruhengeri who seemingly had
been talking with survivors of one of the attacks carried out in the area of Ruhengeri.
This operation was well known by some Intelligence Officers situated in the area who
knew, as did witness TAP-002, that the rumours were immediately communicated to
General KAYUMBA NYAMWASA who proceedeed to order the immediate
elimination of the white men by means of the above described method. General
Kayumba put Captain JUSTUS MASYAMBERE and 2nd Lieutenant EVARISTE

KARENZI

in charge

of this operation, This coincides exactly with the direct

testimony offered by TAP-004 regarding the secret meeting which was held and the
operation of elimination of the three cooperators of the organization Medicos del
Mundo (MANUEL MADRAZO, FLORS SIRERA and LUIS VALTUERA).
Furthermore, TAP-002 described the systematic operations of forced disappearances of
persons carried out by the A.P.R. mainly during 1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997, although
according to the witness the same methods are being used even at present. He described
the structure created for this purpose, i.e. firstly soldiers would block the road from
Kigali to the West (or the road to Kigali to the East) exactly at the crossroads of two
roads, one in the direction of Ruhengeri and the other to Gitarama (both roads heading
west). The witness explained that the vehicles arriving at this crossroads were often
stopped by the military who were blocking the road. Next, some persons chosen by the
military command (generally Hutus, although not exclusively) were taken by force into
trucks and driven to the military prison of Kami (a special military prison where the
persosons considered as enemies were put by the A.P.R/F.P.R. Witness TAP-038
specifically referred to this prison).
From Kami Prison they were carried in trucks to Nyungwe Forest (See map, this forest
is situated in the Southwest of Rwanda) where they were murdered and their corpses

subsequentely incinerated Accordin3 to the witness, Nyungwe Forest was used to
massacre previously selected civilians as well as Hutu rehgees tiom ZaireiD R C: or
both during the first Zaire/D R C' war ( 1996- 1997) and the second war in this territory
( 1998 onwards)

The witness gave the names of the following persons who were responsible for the
operations carried out in Kami Prison: Lieutenant Colonel KARAKE KARENZI until
March 1997, and EPHREM RURANNGWA from that date on, besides Lieutenant

KIBINGO, at least until 200 1.
According to the witness, hundreds of persons were massacred in Nyungwe Forest,
most of them belonging to the Hutu ethnic group, but there were also persons of the
Tutsi ethnic group murdered because the military high command considered they were
opposed to the interests of the A.P.R.F.P.R.
Within his duties as a military intelligence agent attached to the Military High
Command, TAP-002 was aware of the miltary operations which were carried by the
A.P.R. in the country which was then called Zaire and the military instructions given to
attack the refigee camps, to kill the refugees living in these camps and to proceed
subsequently to the mass incineration of their corpses.
He pointed out that the persons most responsible for these operations which involved
systematic and mass attacks on the refbgee camps were the following: JAMES
KABAREBE, in his capacity as Commanding Officer of all the military batallions of
the A.P.R. regular army operating in Zaire/D.RC and JACK NZLZA, in his capacity as
the person most responsible in the Directorate Military Intelligence in Zaire1D.R.C.
Considering his knowledge of these operation,^ he was shown a list of persons
responsible for the batallions and for military operations enclosed in page 174 of
Proceedings. TAP-002, based on the information available to the military intelligence,
proceeded to confirmethe names of the persons responsible for both the units and the
operations carried out , the most relevant being the following:
21st Batallion led by Major CiASHAYlJA BAGIRIGOMWA. Attack on
blugunga C'arnp;
5th Batallion led by Captain KUSAGANWA Attack on Kiburnba Camp,

3rd Batallion, first led by C'aptain MUSISI KIJGAYA and afterwards by Major
RUGAMBWA Attack on Katale Camp,

59th Batallion, led by Major DAN GAPFIZI who commanded operations en
route to Kinshasa, passing through Lubutu where systematic massacres were
organized against Lubutu Refbgee Camp; also through the axis UbunduKisangani where many Rwandan refbgees were concentrated;
157th Batallion, led by Colonel CEASER KAYIZARI, Lieutenant Colonel

ERICK MUROKORE and Lieutenant JOHN BUTERA, who carried out
numerous systematic massacres of Hutu Rwandan refbgees and Congolese
civilians throughout Bukavu, Numbi, Walikale, Tingi-Tingi, Ubundu, Bokungu,
Boende and Mbandaka (inhabited areas and massacres to which the survivors,
witnesses MARIE BEATARICE UMUTESI, TAP-041, TAP-018 and TAP-

013 specifically referred in fbll detail);
lOlst Batallion, led by Lieutenant Colonel ALEX KAGAME, the batallion
which after attacking the city of Bukavu (where some of the witnesses who have
given their statements before the Court were), carried on operating through the
axis of the following inhabited areas: Uvila, Isiro, Shabunda, Kalima, Kingurube
and Kindu, among others. Captain JOACHIM HABIMANA who initially
belonged to the 157th Batallion was transferred to the lO1st Batallion as an
Intelligence Officer, I 0.
0

The three previously mentioned, that is lolst, 157th and 59th

batallions met in Mbandaka and carried out in coordination the
systematic massacre of rehgees arriving at Wendji-Secli and at
Mbandaka, who had fled across the Equatorian Congolese jungle for
2.000 km. Very few refbgees escaped this slaughter.
TAP-002 continued his statement pointing out that, besides the systematic massacres

carried out against Hutu Rwandan refugees (and later against Rwandan civilians), the
-4 P R., and especially its high ranking military officers,

had been involved in

systematic pillage The witness mentioned some acts of pillage he had personally
witnessed. He specifically mentioned that half way through 1997 he went to a small
airport situated in the heart of the jungle, near 1,ub~imbashi (Southeast of what was
Zaire .ln those days) the witness remained there for a week to observe, in his capacity as
an Intelligence OfXcer, the transport of cans/barrels (one metre tall and some 60 cm.
wide, weighing ar-ound 50 kg each; approximately) loaded n i t h diamonds, diamonds

which had been looted in Lubumbashi. The flights leaving the aforesaid airport were
headed for Kigali, the capital of Rwanda, arriving through the airport of Kanombe.
Once the planes landed in Kanombe airport,

the cargo was loaded onto trucks and

transported to two different premises;

a) External Security Ofice-ESO, the governmental offices of "Congo-Desk" based
in Kigali (information which coincides with that which is reported in the United
Nations Experts Panel Reports regarding the above mentioned pillage);
b) GOMAIR offices, a company owned in fact by PAUL KAGAME which was
formally operated by a close friend of his named FRANCIS KALIMBA, who
was apparently a relative of PAULS KAGAME's wife, Mrs. JANETTE
KAGAME (The company NEW GOMAIR is mentioned in the First Report of
the United Nation Experts, Page 801 of Proceedings, specifically in paragraph
no. 75).
As stated by TAP-002, the witness personally saw three of these flights which were
loaded with, approximately, 20 of these cansharrels filled with diamonds, on each
flight. The plane was piloted on these three mentioned flights by a Rwandan civilian
belonging to the Tutsi ethnic group named SEVERE. Such operations as observed by
witness TAP-002, were carried out under A.P.R. surveillance and were guarded by their
officers.
According to the witness, the person responsible for securing the place was Captain
RICHARD GATLRAMO, together with 120 Rwandan soldiers and Tutsis from Zaire
(known as Banyamulenges) who had been trained in Rwanda. The operations observed
by the witness were controlled and coordinated by the A.P.R. Commanding Oficer in
Zaire, as this country was then called, JAMES U B A R E B E .

TAP-002 confirmed before the Court that dur~ngthe week the witness was observing
the operations above mentioned, the pel-sons who was commanding the pillage
operation was JAMES KABAREBE who remained at the airport for the whole week
It is interesting to point out ,that both the United Nations Experts Panel and other

international organizations such as Global Witness, whose Reports are enclosed in

Proceedings, page 908 and following pages, in particular Page 938 "DRC Illicit and
conflict diamonds" remarked on the Rwandan export of diamonds during the war
although diamonds are not produced in its territory.
A last piece of information important to understand the killings and the pillage of
natural resources was given by witness TAP-002,

when he was specifically asked

about this operation carried out near Lubumbashi involving the looting of diamonds.
The witness was asked how it could be that such significant looting activites were
taking place in a place like Lubumbashi, an area from where the control and influence
of the person who figured as the leader of the military rebelion and the supposed high
commander of the AFDL, LAUREN DESIREE KABILA had originated. TAP-002's
reply was clear and straight forward. He stated that LAURENT DESIREE KABILA did
not in fact have effective military power since he really was under the orders of the
A.P.R. Rwandan officer JAMES KABAREBE who was the person who had effective
control during the first war.
TAP-002 described other looting operations involving natural resources which he had
witnessed directly. He referred namely to a company which dealt in timber that was
situated near Kigali (namely in Kiyovu) where all the timber processed came from Zaire
in 1996 and 1997. TAP-002 had seen with his own eyes trucks coming from Zaire

arriving at this company, a company which in his precise words "...wasdirectly ur~der

the persorial control qfkABAREBE.. . " (sic)
Another act of war pillage witnessed personally by TAP-002 was the transport of
Zairean cows which were transported during the night from Masisi (situated in the
Northeast of D.R.C. near Goma) to Rwanda, using an uncontrolled crossing through
Goma airport after Kibumba. TAP-002 pointed out that he was in Goma in January
1997 and that he had seen that three times a week for a period of three weeks a large

number of cows were secretely transported during the night to Rwanda by the A P K
soldiers
Finally, he referred to the everits that he did not witness personally, referring alnong
others to two important and systematic looting activities:

He referred to the usual procedure adopted by the soldiers of the A.P.T.
anytime a ZaireadCongolese town was seized. This consisted of stealing
money from the banks, the facilities where, supposedly, larger amounts of
money were stored. The witness pointed out that these operations were
commanded by JAQUES NIZA (the person responsible for the DM1 in the
Congo), under the control and coordination of JAMES KABAREBE. The
procedure used consisted of taking the money from the banks, carrying it to
a place under their control in ZaireJCongo and then loading the same onto a
plane and flying it to Rwanda. The witness does not know the facilities
where the money was finally stored. This information given by the witness
corresponds exactly with evidence obtained by the Experts Panel of the
United Nations in the matter of exploitation of natural resources in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. Namely, Report no. 37 Sl20011357
Pagragraph 37 "Mass Scale looting" (Page 793 of Proceedings) referring to
the testimony offered to the Experts Panel by a CCD defector who
participated in some looting operations "...As soon as a town was conquered
the Rwandan soldier-s systenzaticdly emptied out the local banks. Ir1 marly
cases they wozrld trse CCD soldiers to collect the nzorzey whrle those who
were armed ~louldszrrrolrnd the bank... " , giving as an example the Bank of

Kisangani, a central bank branch from which

"

..

'~orzgolese Francs

equir)alel~tto an anlorrrzt between 1 mllliorl and 8 millio12 dollars were
taken... " This was taken to the Palm Beach Hotel, the hotel management

recalling that ".. . bag,$.fir// of money were stored m one o f the hotel rooms.
and that dzlrzr~gthose days arn~edsoldiers who cozrld ?lotspeak Lingala (the
most commonly ,vyokerr Cbllgolese lar~grrage}guarded the hotel yremr.res7'.

The Experts Panel end up asking themselves "...('ou/d such an opcl.atzon
~rllwlllrrzgn ~ ~ r ~ m hofe ra. r n d sold1el:s. he c ~ ~ t ~out
l e d)-l~~thozlt
the hlo~itlcdge
crlrd conserlt of /he h7ghe.rt lhl~cn.~e/crrl
('ornclnder*7n /he llen7oc1.at7clit?~~rr/~lrc
of C'O?zgo? ' '
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Acts

of

systematic

looting

of

the

ore

"coltan"

(short

for

Columbumltantalum) carried out in Bunia (Northeast Congo, Oriental
Province) by a company attached to the External Security Office --I30of
the A P R directed by PATRIC'K KAREGEYA

l'his company carried out

systematic mining operations, extraction of minerals, ~olumbum/tantalum
and its transport to the two places mentioned by the witness ("Congo Desk".
the governmental facilities based in Kigali and GOMAIR). The witness
learned about these events through GRATIEN NSABIMANA, one of the
A.P.R.

soldiers who participated in these operations. Once more this

corresponds to the evidence collected by the United Nations Experts Panel
namely, Report no. 37 S1200 11357 Pagragraphs no. 32 and 33 "Mass Scale
looting" (Page 792 of Proceedings) referring to the testimony offered to the
Experts Panel documenting the systematic looting of columbo/tantalite from
SOMINK1 (Societe Miniere et Industrielle du Kiw), specifically those
looting activities carried out from November 1998 to April 1999 by the
Rwandan forces and their CCD allies involving the removal of Sominki's
seven year's worth stock of this mineral, and its transport to Kigali (The
Experts Panel pointed out that according to a very reliable source: "The
Rwandans took about about a month to fly this coltnrz to Kigali... The
"

Panel had evidence that CCD alone had removed coltan and cassiterite from
Sominki with a total value of US$ 772.482.

TAP-002 finished his statement referring to his direct knowledge of the criminal acts
perpetrated directly by Major General PAUL KAGAME or those the latter ordered in
the presence of the witness, pointing out two relevant events:

a) Massacre committed personally by PAUL KAGAME in the presence of
the witness: TAP-002 described the events which occured in the middle
of May 1994. seemingly May 12, when two military vehicles were on
their way to Musha from Byumba (on the road which leaves Buymba
towards the Southeast, crossing Rukomo, Kinyami, Muhura, Muran-~bi
and Rwamagana Musha is situated just after Rwamagana and just before
Gikoro) The witness explained that they were heading for Musha. near
Kigali, where ihe new military headquarters were based during the war

Both vehicles were occ~ipied by A P R soldiers Chairman High
Command C.H.C. PAUL KACAME was travelling in the second
vehicle accompanied, among others, by witness TAP-002 as a member
of his personal guard According to the witness the first vehicle stopped

half way through the journey (near Muhura) to inform by radio to the
second vehicle "there are some interahamwe in front of r r s " requesting
instructions to deal with the circumstances. The witness told the Court
that PAUL KAGAME (at that time the rebel leader who commanded the
rebel military forces of A.P.R./F.P.R) stepped off the second vehicle,
followed immediately by some of his armed guards, among whom the
same TAP-002, walked towards the first vehicle, got in and directly
grabbed the 12,70 mm anti-air machine gun available in this vehicle and,
after looking at who were in front of him started firing against these
persons without uttering a word. It happened that these persons were
unarmed civilians who were on the road and on the side of the road. The
witness estimates that as a result of the semi circular burst of shots some
30 to 40 persons must have died, among whom men, women, children

and elderly people. According to TAP-002 after the shooting above
mentioned, the convoy followed its route to the cited military
headquarters in Musha.

b) Massacre personally ordered by PAUL KAGAME in the presence of
the witness. TAP-002 listened personally to a radio conversation
between the Commanding Officer of the 157th Batallion FRED

IBINGIRA and the Chairman High Command C.H.C. PAUL
KAGAME. The witness explained that at the beginning of June 1994
PAUL KAGAME was at Musha Headquarters and that the witness was
with him carrying out his Personal Guard functions. TAP-002 recalls that
one morning FRED IBINGIRA had a radio communication with PA1JL

KAGAME (Paul KAGAME's radio code was O.B.) to inform the latter
about the detention of the three bishops in Kabgayi and of the other
priests who were accompanying him, requesting KAGAME's specific
instructions (TAP-043 described this operation in full detail in his
statement betbre the Court) TAP-002 was able to hear with his own ears
Kagarne's words "1 told ~
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I-t'nlo\Je t h ~ . ~~t~! ~ ~ hes...
h i s",l ?as literally

reported to the Court by this witness Furthermore, besides having heard
these milita~yorders, the witness explained that on the following-day he
confirmed that which he haci heard personally - since it was his duty as

an Intelligence OfEcer of the High Command- through the "Radio
Report" which documented in full detail the military operations and the
decisions made which was carried out and kept at the Headquarters.
These Reports were .checked punctually by PAUL KAGAME and by
other high command officers and military intelligence officers.

111.

LEGAL ARGUMENTS

FIRST
The criminal conducts as described above could constitute the following offences
established in the current Penal Code:

A) Offence of Genocide
Article 607:
1.

Those who, with intent to destroy in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or
religious group, perpetrate any of the following acts, shall be punished with the
following penalties:

1st.

Fifteen to twenty years' imprisonment, if any members of the group were killed.
If two or more aggravating circumstances concurred, a penalty in a higher grade
shall be imposed.

2nd. Fifteen to twenty years' imprisonment, if any members of the group were
sexually assaulted or if any of the injuries established in art. 149 are caused.
3rd.

Eight to fifteen years' inlpr-isonment if the group or any of its individuals, were
subject to conditions which would jeopardize their lives or seriously damage
their health, or when some of the injuries established in art 150 are caused.

4th.

The same penalty is imposed if the forced displacement of the group or its
members is carried out, if measures are imposed with the intention of destroying
the group lifestyle or births within the group, or if individuals are forcibly
removed from one group to another.

5th.

Four to eight years' imprisonment, if any other injuries different to those
established in paragraphs 2nd and 3rd of this sub-article 1 are caused.

2. The dissemination, by means of ideas or doctrines negating or justifying the
offences specified in

sub-article 1, or intending t o rehabilitate regimes and

institutions and the practices which support the generation of the same, shall be
punished with a penalty of one to two years' imprisonment.
B) Offences against humanity

Article 607 bis:
Those who carry out the acts established below,

1.

as part of a general or

systematic attack on the civilian population or on a part of the same, shall be
punished for the commission of an offence against humanity.
In any case, it shall be considered as an offence against humanity if any of the
following is committed:

1 st.

By virtue of the victim's belonging to a group or a collective group persecuted
for political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious and gender reasons or
other universal reasons recognized as unnaceptable, according to international
law.
In the context of an institutionalized regime adopted by a social group for the

2nd.

systeinatic oppression and domination over other(s) racial group(,s) and with
intent to maintain that regime.

2.

.

Those who commit an offence against humanity shall be punished with the
following penalties:

1st.

Fifteen t o twenty years' imprisonment if death of a person is caused.
If any of the aggravating circumstances established in art. 139 concur, a penalty
in a higher grade shall be imposed.

2nd.

Twelve t o fifteen years' imprisonment in the case of rape, and four to six years'
imprisonment if any other type of sexual assault is involved.

3rd.

Twelve to fifteen years' imprisonment, if any of the injuries established in article
149 were caused; and eight t o twelve years' imprisonment, if the persons are

subject to conditions which would jeopardize their lives or seriously damage
their health, or if any of the injuries established in article 150 are caused. Four
to eight years imprisonment if any of the injuries established in article 147 are
caused.
4th.

Eight t o twelve years' imprisonment if one or more persons are forcibly deported
or removed to another State or place by means of expulsion or other coercive
acts, without founded legal reasons, pursuant t o International Law.

5th.

Six t o eight years' imprisonment if a women is forced to become pregnant in
order t o moditj, the population's ethnic composition, without prejudice t o the
penalty corresponding to other offences, if it were the case.

6th.

Twelve t o fifteen years' imprisonment when, with regard t o a detainee hidher
respective detention is denied and/or information about his/her whereabouts and
fate is denied.

7th.

Eight to twelve years' imprisonment if a person is deprived of liberty without
complying with the international norrns in the matter of detention.
A penaltv in a lower grade shall be imposed when detention lasts less than

tifieen davs.
8th . Four to eight years' imprisonment when grave acts of torture are committed
against persons undel- their control and custody and a penalty of i~nprisonment
fbr two t o six years if the acts coin~nitedare less grave

To the effect of this article, torture signifies the infliction of physical or
psychological suffering.
The penalty established in this paragraph shall be imposed without prejudice to
the penalties which would correspond, if it were the case, to the violation of
other rights of the victim.
9th.

Four to eight years' imprisonment if any prostitution related conducts were
carried out as established in article 187.1; and six to eight years imprisonment in
the cases established in article 188.1.
Likewise, a six to eight years7 imprisonment penalty shall be imposed on those
who carry out the removal of persons from one place to another with the
intention of their sexual exploitation, by means of violence, intimidation or
deceipt or by taking advantage of a situation of power, necessity or of the
victim's vulnerability.
When the conducts established in the previous paragraph and in article 188.1
involve under age or physically or mentally disabled persons, penalties in a
higher grade shall be imposed.

10th. Four to eight years's imprisonment if a person is subject to slavery or a situation
of slavery is maintained. Without prejudice to impose other penalties which
could be imposed, if it were the case,

for other specific violations of the

persons' rights.
Slavery signifies a situation suffered by a person over whom another person(s)
carries(y) out any or all the attributes of the right to property, such as buying.
selling, lending-and exchanging.
C) Offences against the persons and property protected in the case of armed
conflict
Article 608
To the et't'ect of this Chaplet-, protected persons signify:

1st.

The wounded, sick, shipwrecked and health and religious personnel, protected
by I and I1 Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, or by Additional Protocol I
of 8 June 1977.

2nd.

Prisioners of war protected by the 111 Geneva Convention of 12 August 1949 or
by Additional Protocol I of 8 June 1977.

3rd.

Civilian population and the civilians protected by IV Geneva Convention of 12
August 1949 or by Additional Protocol I of 8 June 1977.

4th.

Non-combatants and the personnel of Protecting Powers and their substitutes
protected by the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 or by Additional
Protocol I of 8 June 1977.

5th.

Truce negotiators and their entourage, protected by the

The Hague I1

Convention of 29 July 1899.
6th.

United Nations personnel and associates, protected by the Convention for the
Security of the U. N. Personnel and Associated Personnel of 9 December 1994.

7th.

Any other person who is considered to be a protected person by virtue of
Additional Protocol I1 of 8 June 1977 or of any other International Treaties to
which Spain is a party.

Article 609

[Ill-treatment]

Those who, during an. armed conflict, ill-treat or seriously endanger the life, health or
the integrity of a protected person, torture and submit the same to inhuman treatment,
including biological experiments, cause suKering, or submit the same to a medical
action which is not indicated for hisiher health condition, or is contrary to the medical
norms generally recognized, as in analogous medical conditions the Party responsible
~voiildapply to its own nationals not deprived of liberty, shall be punished with a four to
eight. year imprisonment penalty, without prejudice to the penalty which could
cor~-esyo~ld
to the harmful results produced

Article 610

[Means of Combat Prohibited]

Those who during an armed conflict, use or order the use of methods or means of
combat prohibited or which are foreseen to cause unnecessary suffering or superfluous
harm, as well as those which are foreseen to cause or are expected to cause extensive,
permanent and serious damage to the natural environment, to the detriment of the
population's health and/or its survival, shall be punished with a ten to fifteen years
imprisonment penalty, without prejudice to the penalty which could correspond to the
results produced.

Article 61 1

[Indiscriminate Attacks]

Without prejudice to the penalty which could correspond to the results produced, an
imprisonment penalty of ten to fifteen years shall be imposed on those who, during an
armed conflict :
1st.

Carry out or order indiscriminate or excessive attacks or attacks targetting the
civilian population, reprisals, acts or threats of violence that are especially
intended to terrorize the civilian population.

2nd.

Destroy or damage non military vessels and aircraft from a neutral or Adverse
Party, unnecessarily or without warning, or without adopting the measures
necessary to provide the persons'security

or the conservation of the

documentation on board, breaching the norms of International Law applicable to
armed conflicts.
3rd.

Make a prisoner of war or a civilian serve in any way in the Armed Forces of the
Adverse Party, or deprive the same of their right to a fair trial without delay.

4th

Deport, forcibly transfer, take as a hostage, detain or illegaly confine any
protected person or use the same to protect certain points, zones or military
forces fi-om attacks made by the Adverse Party.

5th.

Directly or indirectly transfer to and settle in occupied territory, the population
of the Occupiers Party, so that the same inhabits the territory with a permanent
character.

6th.

Carry out, order to carry out or maintain, with regard to any protected person,
racial segregation practices and other inhumane and degrading practices, based
on other distinctions of unfavourable character which entail an outrage upon
personal dignity.

7th.

Prevent or delay, without any justification, the release or repatriation of
prisoners of war, or civilians.

Article 612

[Violation of Health Units]

Without prejudice to the penalty which would correspond to the results produced, an
imprisonment penalty of three to seven years shall be imposed on those who, during an
armed conflict:
1 st.

Knowingly violate the protection due to hospitals, facilities, materials, units and
means of medical transport, prison camps, medical and security zones, neutral
zones, facilities for interning the civilian population, undefended inhabited areas
and demilitarized zones displaying emblems or other appropriate distinguishing
signs.

2nd.

Exercise violence against health or religious personnel or on those participating
in a medical mission, relief societies or against the personnel entitled to display
the distinctive emblems of the Geneva C:onventions, pursuatit to International
Law.

;rci

Insult. deprive

01-fail

to provide and to seek food indispensable and medical

assistance necessary to any protected person, or make the same the object of
humiliation or degrading treatment, o~iiitto inform the protected person without
a reasonable justified delay, about hislher situation, iinpose collective
p~rnishements for i ndit idual acts, or violate those regarding the accomodation of

women and families or regarding the special protection of women and children,
as established in the International Treaties to which Spain is a party.
4th.

Improperly or with disloyalty bse the distinctive emblems or distinguishing signs
established and recognized in the International Treaties to which Spain is a
party, especially the distinctive emblems of the Red Cross and the Red Crescent.

5th.

Improperly or with disloyalty use during an attack the flag, uniform, distinctive
emblems of neutral States, of the United Nations or of States which are not a part
in the conflict, or the Adverse Parties', to cover up, favour, protect or hinder
military operations, except in the cases specifically provided in the International
Treaties to which Spain is a party.

6th.

Improperly or with disloyalty use truce negotiators or surrender flags, attempt
against the inviolability of truce negotiators or unduly retain the same or any
person who accompanies them. This shall also be applicable to the personnel of
the Protecting Power, or their substitutes, and to the members of the
International Survey Commission.

7th.

Dispossess the corpses, the wounded, sick, shipwrecked, prisoner of war or an
interned civilian person from their belongings.

Article 613

[Attacks on property]

Those who carry out or order to carry out any of the following acts during an

1.

armed conflict, shall be punished with a four to six years' imprisonment penalty.
Attack or commit an act of hostility or reprisal directed against clearly

a)

recognized cultural objects or places of worship which constitute the cultural or
spiritual heritage of peoples, which have been at'forded protection by virtue of
special agreements, or cultural objects under special protection, causing as a
consequence extensive damage, as long as the same are not situated next to
.

inilitary objectives or are not used to support the adversary's military ef'fort

b)

Attack or commit an act of hostility or reprisal directed against the Adverse
Party's property of civil nature, causing its destruction, as long as the same do
not offer, as the circumstances may be, a clear military advantage or does not
contribute efficiently to the adv&sa~-y'smilitary actions.

C)

Attack, destroy, render useless or remove objects indispensable to the survival
of the civilian population, unless the Adverse Party uses said objects to directly
support a military action or exclusively as a means of

subsistence for the

members of its Armed Forces.

2

d)

Attack, or make the object of reprisal, works or facilities containing dangerous
forces, if such attack may cause the release of such dangerous forces and
consequently severe losses are caused among the civilian population, unless such
works or facilities are used as regular, substantial and direct suppport for
military operations and that such attacks are the only means of ending such
support.

e)

Destroy, damage or take possession, without military necessity, of objects or
property which do not belong to them, or force the surrender of the same or
commit any other acts of pillage

2.

A penalty in a higher grade can be imposed if the cultural objects are under

special protection or in other execptional cases.
Article 614

[Acts contrary to the provisions established in International Treaties]

During an armed conflict, those who commit or order the commission of any other
crimes or acts contrary to that which is established in the International Treaties to which
Spain is a party, regarding hostilities, protection of the wounded, sick and shipwrecked.
treatment of prisoners of war, protection of the civilian population and protection of
cultural objects in case of armed conflict, shall be punished with a six months to two
years' imprisonment penalty.

Article 614 bis

When any of the conducts contemplated in this chapter form part of a plan or a policy
and are committed on a large scale: the respective penalties shall be imposed in their
higher half'

D) Common Provisions
Article 615

[Preparatory Acts]

Incitement, conspiracy and propositon to commit the offences established in this caption
shall be punished with a penalty one to two grades lower than the penalty which would
otherwise correspond to the same offences.

Article 615 bis.

I.

The authority, military chief or whoever acts effectively in this capacity who do
no adopt any possible measures to prevent the forces under hislher command or
hislher effective control from committing the offences established in Chapters 11,
I1 bis and 111 of this caption, shall be punished with the same penalty as the

penalty imposed on their perpetrators.
2.

A one or two grade lower penalty shall be imposed in the case of gross
negligence being involved in the previously mentioned conduct.
The authority or military chief or whoever acts as in this capacity who does not

3.

adopt any possible measures to prosecute the offences committed by the persons
under hislher command or hislher effective control established in Chapters 11, II bis
and 111 of this caption, shall be punished with a penalty two grades lower than the
penalty imposed on their perpetrators.
4.

Any person with a senior rank not included in the previous sub-articles who,
.

within hidher competence, does not adopt any possible measure available to
prevent hislher subordinates

from committing the offences established in

Chapter 11, I1 bis and 111 of this caption, shall be punished with the same penalty
as the penalty imposed on their perpetrators.
5.

Any person with a senior rartk who does not adopt any possible measure
available to prosecute the commission by hislher subordinates of the offences
established in Chapter 11, I1 bis and I11 of this caption, shall be punished with a
penalty two grades lower than the penalty imposed on their perpetrators.

6.

The civil officer or the authority who, without incurring in the conducts
established in the previous sub-articles and not complying with the obligation
proper to hislher hnction fails to promote the prosecution of any of the offences
he knows of as established in Chapters 11, I1 bis and I11 of this caption that helshe
knows of, shall be punished with a penalty of specific disqualification from work
or barred from public office for a two to six year period.

E) Belonging to a Terrorist Organization
Article 515

[Illegal Associations]

Illegal Associations are punishable, the following being considered as such:
2nd.

Armed groups, organizations or terrorist groups.

Article 516

[Penalties applicable to the illegal associations foreseen in art.512.2)

I n the cases foreseen in the previous article, 2nd. sub-article, the following penalities

shall be imposed:
I st

Eight to fourteen years' imprisonment and a specific disqualification from work
or barred from public office tbr an eight to fifteen year period to those who
p-o~noteor direct armed 91-oupsand terrorist 01-ganizatio~zs.
Six to twelve years' imprisonment and specific discl~~alification
froin work or

2nd.

barred from public ofice for a six to fourteen year period to the members of the
'

aforesaid organizations.

F) Terrorist Acts
Article 572

1.

[Attacks on persons]

Those who, belonging to, aciing in the service or in collaboration with the armed
groups, organizations or terrorist groups as described in the previsous article,
carry out attacks on persons, shall be punished with the following penalties:

1st.

Twenty to thirty years' imprisonment if the death of a person is caused.

2nd.

Fifteen to twenty years' imprisonment if the injuries foreseen in articles 149 and
150 are caused or if a person is abducted.

3rd.

Ten to to fifteen years' imprisonment if any other injuries are caused or if a
persons is illegaly detained, threatened or unduly influenced.

2.

A penalty in its higher half shall be imposed if the attacks are made against the
persons pointed out in the 2nd. sub-article of article 55 1 or against members of the
Armed Forces, Forces and Security Bodies of the State, the Police of the
Autonomous Communites or of Local Entitites.

All the above mentioned in concurring relation with the offences of manslaughter and its
forms (Caption I), injuries, crimes against liberty, torture and others against moral
integrity, against property and against social economic order.
Where these offences were committed before 24 May 1996 the same are punished
pursuant to the penalties established in articles 173, 174 and 174 bis of the former Penal
Code, as follows:
"Article 174

.3rd

A penalty of irnprison~nentin its highest grade and a fine of 150 000 to 750 000

pesetas shall be imposed on the pr-omoters and heads of armed groups, terrorist
orgar~izations, rebels or the leaders of any of their groups A penalty of
;

imprisonment in its highest grade and a fine of 150 000 to 750 000 pesetas shall
be imposed on the members of the aforesaid groups or organizations

Article 174 bis - a)
1.

A penalty of imprisonment in its highest grade and a fine of 150.000 to 750.000
pesetas shall be imposed on those who obtain, seek or facilitate any act of
collaboration which is interided to benefit the activities of an armed group,
terrorist elements or rebels or to secure their goals.

2.

The following are considered acts of collaboration: Information on, or
surveillance of persons, property or premises, construction, cession, use of
lodgings or deposits, hiding and transfers of persons belonging to, or related to
armed groups, terrorist elements or rebels, organization and assistance in training
practices and any other form of collaboration, help or mediation, either economic
or of other type with the activities of the above mentioned groups or elements pf
the same.

Article 174 bis - b)

Those who, being part of an armed group or of a terrorist or rebel organization, or in
collaboration with their objectives or goals, carry out any criminal act which contributes
to the activity of the same, by means of firearms, bombs, grenades, substances, or
explosives, inflammable or incendiary devices of any kind, irrespective of the result
produced, shall be punished with a penalty of imprisonment in in its highest grade, unless
an imprisionment penalty in its highest grade is applicable by virtue of the offence
committed. A Penalty of imprisonment in a lower grade shall be imposed on those who
promote or direct the execution of any of the above mentioned acts.
Article 137 bis

Those, with intent to destroy the whole or a part of a national ethnic group, a racial or
religious group who perpetrate any of the following acts, shall be punished with the
following penalties.
1st.

imprisonment in its highest grade, if any of the members of the groups above
;

mentioned die, are castrated, sterilized, mutilated or serious injuries are ca~lsed

2nd.

Imprisonment in a lower grade, if the group or any individudals of the same are
subject to conditions which jeopardize their lives or their health.
The same penalty shall be imposed on those who carry out the forced movement
of a group or of its membeis, who adopt any measure which is intended to
destroy the group lifestyle or births within the group, or if individuals are
forcibly removed from one group to another."

The Court's competence to hear and try the crimes which are the subject matter of this
case has not been disputed, given that article 23.4 of the Organic Law of the Judicial
Power establishes that Spain has jurisdiction to posecute those crimes which could
constitute the Spanish offences of genocide and terrorism, committed outside Spanish
territory either by Spanish nationals or Aliens, and any other crimes that, according to
the following International Treaties and Conventions should be prosecuted in Spain:
Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhumane or Degrading Treatment, made

in New York, 10 December 1984; Geneva Convention of 12 August 1949 on the
Protection of Civilians during Armed Conflicts and its Additional Protocols I and 11;
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of 9 December
1948 and the International Convenant on Civil and Political Rights of 16 December
1996, among other instruments.
SECOND
With regard to the cooperation with the International Tribunal for Rwanda, ,the Organic
Law 1 5 71 1988 of 2 July establishes the following provisions on concurrent jurisdictions
and on the principle r1e his in idem:

",4rticle 4

1.

Where the Spanish ('OUI-tsof ordinary or military jurisdiction are competent,
. pursuant to their respective organic and procedural norms, to hear cases within

the scope of application of the Statute of the International Tribunal for Rwanda,

they shall institute proceedings or continue to follow-up the same, until the time
they are required by the cited International Tribunal to pass the case on.
2.

Once such an application is received, the Judge or the Court shall order stay of
proceedings and, without prejudice to continue carrying out the proceedings
which are considered urgent, shall pass them on to the National Court which
will proceed to make an order for passing the case on to the International
Tribunal for Rwanda. The military judicial organs, if it were the case, shall pass
the proceedings on to the National Court through the Central Military Court.

3.

The National Court can dismiss such an application, when it considers that the
the same is beyond the time and territorial competence of the International
Tribunal for Rwanda.

4.

No Spanish Judge or Spanish Court can present a jurisdictional conflict to the
International Tribunal for Rwanda and the same are limited to explaining the
reasonings which were considered to conclude that a case falls within their own
competence.

Article 5
The persons tried in Spain can also be tried by the International Tribunal for
Rwanda for the same offences, where the specification given by the Spanish
Courts was not founded on

that which is established in the Statute of the

International Tribunal.
THIRD

An Order of Indictment has been defined as a procedural act carried out by an Examining

Judge cor~sistingof a formal declaration of the presumed guilt of a person. based on
prima facie evidence brnished in the proceedings carried out until this act of hislher
probable participation in a punishable criminal conduct.
From this moment on, and with a provisional and procedural character. a suspect
provided
becomes an indictee and as such is gl-anted a whole series of neLv g~~arantees

for this new procedural situation. By means of an order of indictment, an indictee is
informed of the purpose of the judicial inquiry and the direction of the same. An order of
indictment is not itself a definitive act, but a mere provisional act whose principal
guarantee is to ensure the essential valuation by the Examining Judge of the factual
circumstances and the evidence obtained in the proceedings carried out.
In this sense, the legal doctrine says that an order of indictment is only an act of mere
probability or possiblity of a criminal conduct, a provisional judgement which is
reviewed in the final judgement.

The sound

review of all evidence which could

contradict beyond any doubt the considerations resulting from the measure adopted at
the examining stage -the indictment order- is carried out in the final judgement. It
should be borne in mind that such criminal appearence refers to a simple formal
possibility, its only purpose being to bind the indictee and hislher property to the final
result of the case, as well as giving the same the opportunity to prepare hislher defence,
whilst the definitive legal

specification of the crimes commited must be made in the

final judgement and not in the indictment order, as established in article 384 of the
Criminal Rules of Procedure (Ley de Enjrticiamiento Criminal). In accordance with this
provision, to order an indictment there must present prima facie evidence against one or
more persons, that is to say, evidence sufficient to establish that a a criminal conduct
which constitutes an offence has been carried out by the person(s) who islare indicted.
The foregoing is endorsed by the Constitutional Tribunal's doctrine which confirming
that, as a rule, no hndamental right can be breached by virtue of an order of indictment
given the procedural and provisional nature of the same (Judgements delivered 17 April
1989 and 5 April 1990) insists on its quality as a prerequisite essential to commence trial
Therefore, it is only appropriate to review the "purity" of an order of indictment and if
the same meets the prerequisites contained in the first paragraph of article 384 of the Law
of Criminal Procedure

The inlportance of the indictment, given its repercussion and social implication, compels
the Examining Judges to examine rigourously the prerequisites that justify taking such a
grave measure, the material prerequisite being the concurrence of prima facie evidence as
established in this respect in article 384 of the Law of Criminal Procedure

Following the above reasoning, we should now analyse what is understood as prima facie
evidence. According to the doctrine and jurisprudence, a Judge must be convinced that a
certain person(s) haslhave committed a punishable act, based on hislher assessment of the
investigation and evidence produced. The conclusion reached by the Judge must not be a
consequence of vague indications or light suspicions, but the logical result of an act
which can hndamentally originate responsibility for the person(s) who islare to be

The Constitutional Court, Resolutions of 2 and 16 February 1983, states that prima facie
evidence is connected with the issue of probability. In order to commence a judicial
Inquiry the possibility of the commission of an offence is a necessity; to make an Order
of Indictement the probability of the participation of a particular person is necessary,
whereas to pass a sentence the certainty beyond doubt is necessary.
Furthermore, to order an indictement it is not sufficient that there are indications that a
criminal act has been commited, since it is necessary that such evidence is reasonable so
that

such a grave decision is not made as a consequence of vague indications or

suspicions. This implies that Judges have to base their decisions on data of factual value
which, representing more than a possibility and less than a certainty, suppose the
probability of the existence of crime, given that the assertion on which the indictment
must be adopted, although logically sufficient, is a relative assertion that does not require
an unequivocal testimony of certainty.

Applying these arguments to this case, there is reasonable evidence that the persons with
most responsibility for the miltary political organization FRONT PATRIOTIQUE

RWANDAlS (FPR) - A R M E PATRlOTlQUE RWANDAlSE (APR), among whom

the persons indicted in this case, have [Infolded a whole range of criminal methodoloyv
in their operations firstly carried out from outside of Rwanda, from Uganda and later
from Rwanda and in its territory They seized power by force by means of strateg~c
terrorist attacks arid open war operations, and took absolute control of the structure of the
State. generating from then on a real terror regime

This terror regime was generated not only from the dictatorial structure of the State itself
but, above all, from a complex hierarchical parallel structure which was put in charge of
perpetrating hienous criminal acts against the population, both national and foreign,
which were previously selected for ethnical and/or political reasons. Their criminal plan,
for alleged security reasons, culminated in the invasion and conquest in two phases of the
immense Democratic Republic of Congo, with the support of other political-military

groups or allies created for this purpose. An indeterminate number of persons were
exfe~mjnafedthroughout these two phases of hostilities at the hands of a systematic,
organized and strongly hierarchical structure.
According to some sources, the number of persons exterminated during the period to
which this case refers to, could be four million people, approximately, a figure which
includes Rwandan rehgees belonging to the Hutu ethnic group, as well as the civilian
population of the Congo, mainly the Congolose Hutus.
Furthermore,

pillage and large scale looting was carried out, centred above all in

valuable natural resources such as timber and high valued and strategic minerals. The
criminal network created for the exploitation and pillage of these riches enabled them to
maintain a powerhl position and the geostrategic domination of the zone, as well as to
finance their wars, enriching both individuals and the group, and to continue and extend
their criminal plan for extermination and domination.
It is clear that all the criminal acts carried out in Rwanda from 1990 until today are not

included in the narrow framework of the present case, which is centred on those acts
which have not yet been the subject of prosecution. The International Criminal Court for
Rwanda is the approapriate Court to hear and try the acts committed during 1994 and,
especially, the extermination of the Rwandan population of Tutsi origin, as deplorable as
the acts which are reported in this case The present case has not yet been closed and
refers to the indictment of the persotis indicated below, based on the evidence produced
so far. without prejudice to the actions still pending and those which must be carried out

From the evidence produced in this case, there is reasonable and founded prima facie
evidence pointing to the follo\viny persons

1st

PAUL KAGAME, Maior General

President of the Republic of Rwanda. Head of State and High Commanding Officer of
the Rwandese Army -Rwandan Defence ~ o r c e sI RDF, the former A.P.R. (Rwandese
Patriotique Army).
Prima facie evidence is inferred from the proceedings carried out so far as being

sufficient to accuse him of having participated in the criminal conducts which constitute
the offences contained in paragraphs A); B); C); D); E); and F) of the previous point.
However, given his capacity as President of the Republic, his prosecution cannot be
agreed on this Order of Indictment, since article 21 of the Organic Law of Judicial Power
which determines the scope and limitations of Spanish Jurisdiction establishes that
among the cases within its competence "...are excluded the cases of immmunity -from
.jurisdiction ard execution e,stabli.shed in the rlorms of Pziblic Irlterrlational Law".

In this sense, if we review the judicial precedents relating to this matter, we must
conclude that the national Courts are incompetent to hear his case. This conclusion has
been reached both by the Plenum of the Criminal division of the National Court, the
Supreme Court and the International Court of Justice.
The Judgement delivered by the Plenum of the Criminal Division of the National Court
on 4 March 1999 in this respect concluded as follows:
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nre founded in the norms of Public Law, external or international. With regard to the
latter, article 334 of the .former Organic Law of Judicial Power of 1870, establishes
"exceptio~~s
to that which is ordered in the previous mticles are the Princes of reigitirig
*

faniiles, the Presidents or Heads of other States, the Ambassadors, the Plenipotentiary
Mir1ister.s m d resident Ministers, other pzrblic officals and foreign citizens employed in
legotio~s, who in the case of their conintitting an offeence shall be pzrt under orders of
their respective governn~ents".
There is, conseqtrently, no doubt, giver1 the specfzc reference to Presiderlts and Heads of
State nzade in article 334 of L.O.P.J. of 1870 that ~mtilthe Orgartic Law of 1985 of the
Jrrdicial Power. comes into force,

the immur~ivof an alierl Head of State fronz

jurisdiction was an u~lescapablereality by virtue of a legal requirentent.
In the present situation, we should start from the second paragraph of article 21 of the
L.O.P.J. (Organic Law of the Judicial Power) in force, which provides "The cases of
inzrn~inityfi-om.
j~rr.isdictionand execzrtiorl establi.shed in the nornzs of Pzr blic In tenrational
Lmu s h d be ari exception", and complete with the final clarrse of article 23 of L.O.P.J.
which says "without prejudice to the provisioris established in the hiterriatiorial Treaties
to which S p i n is a party".
and, hrthermore:
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was concluded in the above mentioned Judgement in the matter of

imcompetence of the Spanish Co~irtsto prosecute Mr Fidel Castro, the President of the
Rep~iblicof Cuba for the commission of the acts being attributed to him
Similarly, ;the decisions reached by the National Court's Criminal Divison in the cases
against the King of Morocco (J~idgernentr of 23 December 1998) and against the
['resident of Equatorial Guinea

Furthermore, the Supreme Court's Judgement delivered on 23 February 2003. as follows
"Jtrrisdicitorr is one of the expressions of a State's sovereignty. It is understood as a
fmrlty or power to try, that is to say to exercise one of the powers of the State agair~.st

.

certain persorrs ard in relation to certain acts, subjecting the same in the case cf
Cr-iminalLaw to ius puniendi as attributed by the law... The scope of jurisdiction depends
only 0 1 1 /he law,and when the qlrestiorl arises, the Court must apply its provisions, it not
being appropr-iate either to accord to the parties a jztrisdictiorr of which it lacks or waive
/hejrrrisdictionto which the Court is attributed by the law.
Orgur~icLaw of the Jtddicial Power no. 64985 of 1st of Jttl' which abolished the-former
1870 law in i/s article 23.4 establishes that Spanish jurisdiction shall be competent to
hear the cases referring to crimes committed outside national territory by Spar~ish
r~atiorlalsor aliens, which cortld be consistent with the Spanish qfferlce of Genocide,
amorlg others [Terrorism; Prracy and illegal seizing of aricrafi; Cozl~terfeitirrgo f
foreign crrrrencey; Prostitution related offences and Corntptiort of minors or physically
or mentalb disabled persons (the latter were established in the Organic Law of
11.1999); Illegal traffic of psychotropic and toxrc substances and r~arcotics;arzd arly
other crmte which accordirzg to the interrzatiorral treaties and conventiotls shotrld be
prosecuted in Spairl]. Without prejtrdice to the noticeable dflererzces between some
crimes crnd others, nothing is specifically established with regard to the extra-territorial
crmtir~alprosecutiorz of the same.
Srrch general provisiorz raises some que.stiorz.s.
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in mbld other principles established in public interndional law. As a principle and with
gerieral character, the provisiorrs of

Spani,sh law should be compatible with the

requirernerzts derived from international order, as is understood by States.
*

J~lrisdictionis an expression of the soveripty of a State and

therefore its initial

linzitatiorzs coincide with those which correspond to the same which, irr many aspects is
debtled by other States' sovereignly. In this sense, the cases referring to places not
subject to any state sovereignv are not at all comparable to those where jzirisdictional
iriterver~tionaffects an act executed within the territory of another sovereign State.
Cmzsequerztly, the extra-territorial scope qf criminal l w is just!fied by the existerzce qf
each State 's spec!fic interest. This explains that, at present, the faculty to pro.secute the
perpetrators of acts comnlitted outside r iational territory cannot be disputed, given the
internatiorzal recognition of the principle of defence, protection of ir~terestsand active
or passive personality. In such cases, the unilateral establishment of jrrrisidiction has its
n~earzirzgand is supported fundarnentoNy. although not exclusi~aly,on the necessity of a
rzational State to provide protection to these interests.
When the extra-territorial scope of criminal law is based on the nature of the crinze, in so
far as the sanie ajfects the jziridical

interests of the Internatiorral ComrnziniQ, the

qlrestiorr qf compatibility between the principle of universal justice artd other principles
of pirblic iriter.rzatiorza1 lmv is raised

111 this re.~pect,it nlzrst be taker7 into accoz~rztthat the doctrine qf plrblic international
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German S~rpremeCourl,
B m t 2 7,30: 30,340, order of 13.2.1994 [BGs 100/94I].
For its part, the Belgian Court of Appeal in ifsjudgement on the case "Sharorz, Ariel,
Yaron, Antost, and others", although the peculiarites of its domestic legisldion were
undoubtedly

taken into accotrnt (articles 12 and 12 bis of the Procedural Law of 17

April 1878), after. recognizing that international custom is opposed to submitting heads

of state or government in .function to trials hefore foreign Colrrts, ir~the absence qf
ir?terrzatzo~~al
laws

binding the concerned States, concluded that the exclzrsion qf

imrnrrnity corztemplated in article ZY of the Convention on the Prevention or Ptlnishment
of the Crime of Genocide [Persons committing genocide or any of the acts enumerated in
artzcle III shall be punished whether they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public
officials or private irzdidd~rals]is only applicable to the cases tried by competent (burts,

as established in this Convention, and it does not eizcompass those cases being followed

21p by a Court whose competence is not established tinder conventional internatiorzal
lmv.
Before thrs, the Internatiorzal Cotrrt of Jtrstice, in itsj~rdgenzentdelivered on 14 February,
had declar-ed,based on the breach of the stat~rteof dzplomatic inmnzzmrty, the nullity of an
arrest warrant issued by the Belgian Jtrdicial A~rthoritiesagainst a fornter minister of the
Congo in the exercise of the pri,c@le of 2miver.ralj~rrisdictio~z
pursuarzt to Belgia~zLaw.
The International Court of Justice refers in the cited Judgement to the importance of
customary law when determining the contents of immunities in criminal matters, and
concludes that indeed is customary law, and not the conventional law, which establishes
that certain public officials of the State, such as Heads of State, Heads of Government

and Foreign Affairs Ministers, are to be conferred immunity from jurisdiction in other
States, both in civil and criminal matters, so that compliance with their hnctions is
ensured The International Court niakes a thorough review of customary International
Law and afljrms that, immunity from jurisdiction is not a personal advantage given to
these organs of the State. i e a privilege conferred

r t ~t11r1o
p>r.um-ze, but

a protection

conferred by vlr-tue of the hnctions of the same to ensure the effective fulfilment of their
respo~isibilities as government officials Accordirlg to the international Court, the
lmrrirlnity from jursidictioti conferred to the cited organs of State is

S L I C ~ that
I

during tlieil101

'

term of office the acts carried out in an official capacity cannot be differentiated from
those carried out in a private capacity, without distinction.
In the view of the International Court 'of Justice, no exception to the rule can be made on
criminal immunity from jurisdiction in respect of war crimes or crimes against humanity
before the national courts, given that the rules which deal with questions of competence
of the national courts are different from those which regulate the immunities from
jurisdiction.
Furthermore, the Court considers that the rule of immunity cannot lead to the impunity
of the crimes committed by Heads of State or Heads of Government and establishes the
possibility to criminally prosecute the same in certain circumstances, establishing to this
effect the four following requisites:
1st.

Where the same are not protected in their own State by the privilige of absolute

criminal immunity from jurisdiction. In such cases, they can be tried by the Courts of
Tribunals of their own State and according to their domestic Law;
2nd.

Where they are deprived, by virtue of a decision made in their own State, of their

protective immunity in criminal matters;
3rd.

Where they are deposed from office. In such a case, the International Penal Court

recognizes the jurisdiction of any State to try a former Foreign Affairs Minister (and
analogously, a former Head of State) for acts committed either prior or subsequent to
their term of office, as well as in respect of acts committed during that period of office in
a private capactiy.
4th.

Where competence to try such senior oflicers is attributed to a competent

international jurisdictional criminal organ, such as the International Penal Court.
In the interests of preventing that the imrrlunity granted to these senior officers leads to

their impunity, the evolution in the matter of defence of the International Community
against crimes against human rights has followed two paths. On the one hand, to impose
on States the obligation to investigate and sanction crimes of this nature which are

corn~mittedwithin their territory and on the other hand, to promote the creation of

I

International Tribunals which shall fulfil this obligation, in the event that the State where
such crimes were commited or are being committed fails to do so.
s

The fruit of this historic evolution is the creation and commencement of operations of the
International Penal Court.
According to that which is established in the Convention on the Crime of Genocide, the
persons accused of committing this crime shall be tried by the Tribunals of the territory
where the act was committed or before a competent International Tribunal. Given that the
Spanish Tribunals do not meet any of these cited requirements, while the accused is in
office the immunity from jurisdiction which protects him shall prevent his indictment.
2nd.

Maior General JAMES KABAREBE

Currently the Head of General Staff of the Rwandan Army (FDR), formerly designated as
A.P.R. (Rwandan Patriotique Army).
From the proceedings carried out so far prima facie evidence points to his participation in
the following criminal acts:
1.

The crimes previously described perpetrated in the north of Rwanda, in
particular in key inhabited areas to the north of Bymba, i.e. Muvumba,
Kiyombe and Mukarenge, and in the killings carried out in the sectors of
Shonga, Bushara, Tabagwe and Nyarurema and the small centre of Rukomo
He would be one of the persons most responsible for the actions carried out by

2.

the Network Commando.
We would have passed on PAUL KAGAME's orders to carry out the attack

3.

which caused the death of President Habyarimana and other deaths
4

He would be one of the persons most responsible for the attacks carried out by
the A P R at the end of October 1996, as well as those on the refbgee camps
situated in the territory of Zaire, namely, on the camps of Kibumba, Mubunga,
.

Lac Vert and later, Tingi-tingi, Kindu and Mbandaka

5

He would have ordered to regroup displaced persons in Buymba football
stadium where some 2.500 persons were gathered to this purpose, all of them
Rwandan nationals of Hutu ethnic origin, who were subsequently murdered.

6.

He would have passed ~ ~ ' P A U KAGAME's
Z,
orders to carry out the so called
LC

screening" (cleansing of the civilian population without distinction) in the

city of Byumba (inhabited mainly by Hutus).
7.

He would have ordered at the end of July 1994, directed by PAUL KAGAME,
to carry out an attack with heavy armament on the civilian population of
Kigali, targetting especially the markets and churches where the majority of
rehgees were sheltered.

8.

H e would have ordered the massacre of the civilian population fleeing in the
direction of Gikomero, on the occasion of seizing control of Kanombe
international airport (Kigali).

9.

He was the appointed Commanding Officer of all the A.P.R. military units in
Zaire, the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The person responsible for the
mass death of Rwandan rehgees, Congolese civilians and pillage.

10.

He would have ordered the attack on the rehgee camps, to kill the population
which occupied the same and to proceed to the mass incineration of the
corpses.

11.

He would have planned and organized military missions, such as the
excavations made underground in Kinnyabishenge, Karama, Bungwe, situated
between Kaniga and Gatonde, in Cyondo or in Muvumga, in order t o store
ammunitions and armament to carry out the final assault to power.

12.

H e would be the person who ordered, coordinated and controlled, at least,
three flights where substantial quantities of diamonds were loaded onto
aircraft which left from the Congolese locality of Lubumbashi

1

During the first Congo war, he would have held the effective military power.
piliting LAURENT DEISREE KABILA under his orders.

14.

The timber pilfered in Zaire would have been processed by a company that he
owned in Kiyovu

The ;above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the of'fences as described in

paragraphs A); 9);C); D); E); and F); of the first poillt of these legal arguments.

Maior General KAYUMBA NYAMWASA

3rd.

Currently the Rwandan Ambassador to India.
s

From the proceedings carried out so far, there is prima facje evidence which points to his
participation in the following criminal acts:
1. He would be directly responsible for the massacres carried out either by himself
or by his subordinates, such as Lieutenant Colonel Jackson RWAHAMA
MUT AB AZI, Colonel DAN MUNYUSA or Captain Joseph NZAB AMWIT A,
among others.
2. Folllowing his orders, the abduction and subsequent murder of the Spanish priest

JOAQUIM VALLAMAJO was perpetrated, as well as the murder of other Hutu
Rwandan priests in the area of Byumba, at the end of April of 1994.
3. He would have decided, ordered and controlled the murder of the three members

of M&DICOS DEL MCTNDO, the Spanish nationals Ma FLORS SIRERA
FORTUNY;

MANUEL

MADRAZO

OSUNA

and

LUIS

VALTUERA

GALLEGO
4. He would have been the person with most responsibility for the operations carried
out by the A.P.R. between the end of 1996 and beginning of 1997 in the Northeast
of Rwanda, among which, the massacres carried out in the region of Ruhengeri,
and those in Gisenyi and Cyangugu, in Nyakinama and Mukingo.
5 . He would have planned the actions

carried out by the Intelligence Officers,

especially the selective and terrorist attacks on persons.
6 He would have planned and organized military missions, such as the operation to

conceal armament and ammunition in underground deposits, in preparation for the
final assault to power.
' I . H e would have been respor~sible for systematic and planned attacks on

predetermined populations, or on those persons who were gathered to this effect,
disappearances, extra-judicial executions and other similar operations, above all
those carried out in Munyanza, Kiyanza, Rutongo, Kabuye and the so called "real
slaughter" massacre which was carried out in Nyacyonsa Camp.
8

On 23 April 1994, he would have coordinated the military operation that took
place at the Buymba footbal stadium. \+-herehe reyouped some 2 500 I-efbpees.

5
$

Rwandan nationals belonging to the Hutu ethnic group, in order to proceed to
their massacre. firstlv bv launching grenades, and aRer indiscriminatelv opening
9. In his capacity as Chief of the D.M.I., he would have organized and executed

terrorist attacks on the enemies of the regime.
The above mentioned acts would constitute the offences as described in paragraphs A);

General of the Rwandan Defence Forces. Currently, the appointed -with the approval of
the United Nations- Deputy Commander of the hybrid contingent of the United Nations
and the African Unit in D a h r , named the UNAMID FORCE.
From the proceedings carried out so far there is prima facie evidetzce sufficient t o
determine his participation in the following criminal acts:
1 He is the person responsible for the crimes perpetrated by the D.M.I. in Kigali, as

well as in the rest of the country, during his term of ofice in 1994 and 1997,
among which, the terrorist assassinations of key political figures such as
EMMANUELLE GAPYSI and FELICEN GSTABAZI.
2. He would be the person most reponsible for carwing out massacres and

populatic

the

systematic killing of expatriates, ordering open bombings with heavy armament.
,
!

4 He would have been aware of and he would have approved the killing of the

civilian ~onulationfrom 1994 to 1997 carried out in Ruhenrzeri. Gisenvi and
2

'

cooperat
ley, miner

and

other valuable natural resources.
6. He would be the person most responsible for the operation carried out against

priests in Kalirna

7. He would be the person responsible for the disappearance of persons who were

taken to the prison of Kami, and from there to Nyumbwe forest where they were
murdered and their bodies incinerated.

.

The above mentioned acts would constitute the offences as described in paragraphs A);
B); C); D); E), and F); of the first point of these legal arguments.

5th.

Maior General FRED IBINGIRA

Presently, Commander of the First Division of the F.R.D., Rwandan Defence Forces, the
former A.P.R.
From the proceedings carried out so far, there is prima facie evidence pointing to his
participation in the following acts:
1. He would have been the person directly responsible for the massacres carried out
against the civilian population in Bugeresa, Mayaga and Butare in 1994 and in
Kibeho in 1995.
2. He would have carried out systematic attacks on the civilian population, both by

means of open military operations and on the population groupedto the effect of
being killed, disappearances, extra judicial executions and other similar attacks
carried out in Munyanza. Kyiyanza, Rutongo, Kabuye and Nyacyonga.
3. He would have participated in the attacks on the refugee camps of Kibeho and

4

He would have been the person responsible for the murder of ISIDRO
UZCLSDUN.

5

He would have directed the massacres perpetrated against the population both in
Gitnrama and Kigali.

6

He would have been the person responsible for the killing of priests and bishops
on 5 June 1 994 in Gak~irazo

7. He would have attacked the civilian population fleeing from Byumba in the

direction of Gitarama.

The above mentioned acts would constitute the offences as described in paragraphs A);

-

B); C); D); E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments.

-

6th.

-

Currently retired. His last known appointment was as Presiding-Judge of the Martial

-

Colonel RWAHAMA JACKSON MUTABAZI

Court. Later he would have set up a private security agency with Rujugiro Tribert as a
partner. He is PALL KAGAME's cousin.
From the proceedings carried out so far, he would have participated in the following
criminal acts:
1. He would have planned and executed the actions attributed to the Network

Commando.
2. He would have commanded the execution of the massacre carried out at Byumba

Football Stadium.
3. He would have participated in the abduction and subsequent execution of six

priests, among whom, the Spanish national JOAQUIM VALLAMAJO.
4. He would have participated in the massacre at Ecole Social du Bon Conseil of
Byumba, on 24 April 1994 and the School Centre of Buhambe, in Byumba on 26
April 1994.
The above mentioned acts would constitute the offences as described in paragraphs A);
B); E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments.
7th.

Brigadier General JACK NZIZA or (JACKSON NKURUNZIZA or

JAQUES NZIZA)

Presently, Commanding Officer of the A m ~ y(3-5 unit of the Rwandan Defence Forces
(FRD)

From the,proceedings carried out so far he would have participated in the following
criminal acs:

1. He would have participated in the attacks on Kibuma, Mubumga, Lac Vert and
later Tingi-Tingi and Mbandaka camps, at the end of October 1996.
2. He would have participated in the massacres of Shabunda, Kisangani and

Msaniema from April to July 1997.'
3 . He would have organized acts of pillage of money, minerals and other valuable
natural resources of the R.D.C.
He would have attacked the rehgee camps situated in Zaire, in his capacity as the

4

most responsible person for the D.M.I. in Zaire.
The above mentioned acts would constitute the offences as described in paragraphs A);
B); C); and D); of the first point of these legal arguments.
Lieutenant Colonel RUGUMYA GACINYA

8th

A former Intelligence Officer serving in the Bravo Mobile Unit. Presently the Defence,
Military, Naval & Air Attache to the Embassy of Rwanda in the U.S.A.
From the proceedings carried out so far there is prima facie evidence pointing to his
participation in the following criminal acts:
1. He would have been the person responsible for the massacre carried out in
Nyacyonga Camp in the middle of April 1994.
2. He would have been responsible for the massacres of the civilian population in

Ngarama, Nyagahita and Kigasa.
3. He would have participated in the murder of ISIDRO UZCUDUN.

The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); B); C), D), E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments
9th.

C o l o ~ l eDAN
l
Nl U N Y UZA

Ile was one of the highest representatives of the "Congo Desk/External Security Office"
(ESO) in the Democratic Republic of the Conso, Later he carried out various high office

hnctions in the Administration of the Democratic Republic of Congo. Presently, serving
as a Colonel in the Rwandan Defence Forces (FDR), 204th Brigade.
He is accused of having committed the following criminal acts:
1. He would have carried out numerous massacres of Rwandan rehgees belonging

to the Hutu ethnic group and of the Congolese civilian population throughout the
axis Bukabu, Numbi, Walikale, Tint-Tingi, Ubundu, Bokungo, Boende and
Mbandaka.
2. He would have participated in the operation against the population gathered at
Byumba Football Stadium on 23 April 1994.
3 . He would have participated in the attacks on the camps of rehgees situated in

Kivu-North and Kivu-Sout h, on the city of Kisangani and in selective murders.
4. He would have organized acts of pillage of money, minerals, property and natural
resources of the R.D.C.
5. He would have participated in the killing carried out at Ecole Social du Bon

Conseil and at the School Centre in Buhambe, in Byumba, in April 984.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); B); C); D) E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments.
10. Lieu tenant General CHARLES KAYONGA

Presently the Chief of General Staff of the Army of the Rwandan Defence Forces (FRD)
From the proceedings carried out so far there is yrinza facie evidence pointing to his
participation in the following criminal acts:
1. He would have been directly responsible for the systematic massacres of

Rwandan refugees of the Hutu ethnic group and the Congoleses civilian
population carried out throughout the axis Bukavu, Numbi, Walikale, Tinti-Tingi,
Ubundu, Bokungo and Mbandaka.
2. He would have planned the terrorist actions to be commmited by the Network

Coinmando.

3. He would have participated in the massacres of the civilian population in Kigali in

1994 and in Gitarama and Kibuye in 1995.

-

4. He would have been one of the persons who participated in the attack on the

presidential aircraft.

b

5 . He would have coordinated the operations for the killing of EMMANCEL

GAPYSI.
6. He would have been directly responsible for the murder of FELICIEN

c
.

-

GATABAZI
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); B); C); D); E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments.
1lth

-

Lieutenant Colonel JOSEPH NZABAMWITA

A former DM1 member. Presently, External Security Ofice7sSecond in command.
From the proceedings carried out so far, there are indications pointing to his participation
in the following criminal acts:
1. Disappearance and murder of the Spanish priest JOAQUIM VALLAMAJO, as

well as other Rwandan priests7in the area of Byumba.
2. Execution of massacres of the civilian population in the city of Byumba and its

surrounding areas. He would have participated in the massacres of refbgees at
Byumba football stadium and in Nyanawimana.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A);D); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments

12th

Maior General CEASER KAYIZARI

Former commander and chief of operations of the APR 157th Mobile Batallion. His last
known appointment was as Commander of Division, in Rutare, Rwanda.

From the proceedings carried out

SO

far, there are indications pointing to his participation

in .the following criminal acts:
1. He would have participated in the murder of the four Spanish priests

SERVANDO MAYOR GARCIA; JULIO R O D ~ G U E ZJORGE; ANGEL ISLA
LUCIO and FERNANDO DE LA FUENTE DE LA FUENTE.
2. He would have carried out systematic massacres of the civilian population and of

Rwandan refbgees of the Hutu ethnic group, throughout the axis Bukaw, Numbi,
Walikale, Tinti-Tingi, Ubundu, Bokungu and Mbdanka.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); B); E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments
13th

Colonel ERIK MUROKORE

Former Second Commanding Officer of the 15th Mobile Batallion. Presently he would be
in command of an armed group named "Rasta" in the region of Kivu in the R.D.C.
From the proceedings carried out so far there are indications of his participation in the
following criminal acts:
1. Indiscriminate murder of priests and bishops and of an eight year old child on 5
June 1994, in Gakirazo, at the Josefite Brothers headquarters.
3. He would have partipated in the murder of the Spanish priests SERVANDO

MAYOR GARCIA; JULIO

RODR~GUEZJORGE;

ANGEL ISLA LUCIO and

FERNANDO DE LA FUENTE DE LA FUENTE.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments
14th

M a i o r DENYS KARERA

Formerly in charge of the APR Security in the city of Byumba. Presently CEM, Deputy
Coinmanding Otllcer of the General Police Station of Kigali, Rwanda

He would have participated in the disappearance and subsequent murder of JOAQUIM

VALLAMAJO and of other Rwandan Hutu priests in Byumba.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs E); and F); of the first point of ihese legal arguments

15th Captain EVARISTE KABALISA
Former Second in Command of Ruhengeri Gendarmerie's
He would have participated in the attack on the

M~DICOSDEL PvflTNDO headquarters

and in the murder of MANUEL MADRAZO, FLORS SIRERA and LUIS VALTUE~~A.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments.

16th

Maior JUSTUS MAJYAMBERE

Former Intelligence Officer (1.0) serving in the 408th Brigade of the APR. Presently a
Unit Commanding Officer.
1. He would have been one of the members who participated in the attack on the

headquarters of

M~DICOSDEL

h/WNDO and in the murder of MANUEL

MADRAZO, FLORS SIRERA and LUIS VALTUE~~A.
2. He would have carried out military operations in the region of Ruhengeri for the

purpose of eliminating the Hutu civilian population.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the orences as described in
paragraphs A); E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments
17th

Sub- lieu tenant EVARIST KARENZI

Former lnt'elligence Officer (1.0) of the Ruhengeri Gendarmerie

1. He would have been one of the members who participated in the attack on the
headquarters of ~ D I C O SDEL MCTNDO and in the murder of MANUEL
MADRAZO, FLORS SIRERA and LUIS VALTUENA.
2. He would have carried out operatibns in the region of Ruhengei-i for the purpose

of eliminating the Hutu civilian population.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments
18th

Brigadier General ALEX KAGAME

Formerly attached to the lOlst Batallion. Presently a Commanding Officer of the Garde
Reprrhlicairze of President Paul Kagame.

He would have participated in the following criminal acts:
1. Attack carried out by the 101st Batallion on the civilian population of Bukavu
2. Operation against the lives of priests in Kalima

3. Attacks on the civilian population throughout the axis of Uvila, Isiro, Shabunda,

Kalima, Kingurube and Kindu.
4. Massacre carried out by his 10lst Batalllion in Wendji-Secli and in Mbandaka.

The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); B); C); D); E); and F); of the first point of these legal arguments
19th

Colonel CHARLES MUSITU

Former Commanding Oficer of the 21 st Batallion, operating in the area of Byumba
He would have participated in the disappearance and subsequent murder of JOAQUIM
VALLMAJO and of Rwandan priests belonging to the Hutu ethnic group in Byumba.

The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the ofyences as described in
paragraphs E); and F): of the first point of these legal arguments.

20th Lieutenant Colonel GASANA RURAYI
Former Intelligence Officer and a member of the Network Commando.
6

As an officer serving in the Network Commando he participated in the cleansing
operations carried out against the Hutu population in the Prefecture of Cyangugu.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offence as described in
paragraph A); of the first point of these legal arguments.

21st.

Brigadier General SAMUEL KANYEMERA or SAM KAKA

According to the testimonies obtained, there is prima facie evidence that he was one of
the persons responsible for the military operations against the civilian population, besides
participating in disappearances, summary executions and other similar operations against
the Hutu civilian population in Munyanza, Kiyanza, Rutongo, Kabuye and, above all, in
the "real slaughter" carried out at Nyacyonga Camp.

The above mentioned crimindl acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); B); C); and D); of the first point of these legal arguments.
22nd Colonel TWAHIRWA DODO
He was the Commander of the Mobile Bravo Batallion
According to the testimonies obtained, there is prima facie evidence that he was one the
persons responsible for the military operations carried out against civilians, besides
participating in disappearances, summary executions and other similar operations against
the Hutu population in Munyanza, Kiyanza, Rutongo, Kabuye and, above all, in the "real
slaughter" carried out at Nyaciyonga Camp.
1-Ie woulg have been commanding the Mobile Bravo Batallion which perpetrated the
massacre of the Hutu population in Byurnba and its surrounding areas (Ngarama,
Nyagat hita, Kigasa).

He would also be the person directly responsible for the killing of the civilian population
carried out by the Umutara-Kibungo axis Brigade in 1994 and 1995.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); B); C); and D); of the first poipt of these legal arguments.
23rd Lieutenant Colonel FIRMIN BAYINGANA
Former Group Commander in Ruhengeri
He would have participated in the decision to murder the Spanish cooperators of
~ D I C O SDEL -0,

MANTEL MADRAZO; FLORS SIRERA and LUIS

VALT~NA.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs R); E); and F) of the first point of these legal arguments.
24th

Brigadier General AGUSTIN GASHAYIJA

Former Commander of the A.P.R. military Unit posted in Ruhengeri.
1. He would have participated in the decision to murder the Spanish cooperators of

M ~ D I C O SDEL. MLNDO, MANUEL MADRAZO; FLORS SIRERA and LUIS
VALTLENA.

2. He would have been one of the persons responsible for the mass murder (10.000
people approximately) commited in Nyakimana.
3. He would have order4 the massacre carried out at Mukingo market.

25t h

Brigadier General WILSON GUMISLRIZA

A former Intelligence Oficer serving in the 157th Mobile Batallion. According to the last

information available he would be commanding the 1st Sector of the FRD -Rwandan
Defence Forces attached to the African Union in an United Nations mission in Sudan

(UNAMLS), presently a un~fiedhybrid force named the UNAMlD FORCE.

From the proceedings carried out so far, there is founded prima facie evidence pointing

-

to his direct participation in the murder, by means of machine guns, of priests, bishops
and an eight year old child who were gathered at a room of the Josefite Brothers

-

Headquarters in Gakurazo, on 5 June 1994.

-

The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); E); and F) of the first point of these legal arguments.

C

26th

Colonel WILL1 BAGABE

Formerly attached to Intelligence Office (1.0.) of the 157th Mobile Batallion.
From the proceedings carried out so far there is founded printa .facie eviderlce of his
direct participation in the murder, by means of machine guns, of priests, bishops and an
eight year old child who were gathered in a room at the Josefite Brothers Headquarters in
Gakurazo, on 5 June 1994.

The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); E); and F) of the first point of these legal arguments.
27th

Lieutenant WILSON GABONZLZA

Formerly attached to the 157th Mobile Batallion.
From the proceedings carried out so far there is pr-inta .facie evidel~ceof his direct
participation in the murder; by means of machine guns, of priests, bishops and an eight
year old child who were gathered in a room at the Josefite Brothers Headquarters in
Gakurazo, on 5 June 1994

'I'he above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in

paragraphs A), E); arld F) of the first point of these legal arguments
28t h

Corporal S A M U E L KARENZEZI, a.k.a. "V1KIW

Formerly attached to the 157th Mobile Batallion.
From the proceedings carried out so far there is founded prima facie evidence of his

-

direct participation in the murder, by means of machine guns, of priests, bishops and an
eight year old child who were gathered in a room at the Josefite Brothers Headquarters in

-

Gakurazo, on 5 June 1994.

-

The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); E); and F) of the first point of these legal arguments.

C

-

29th

Captain JOAQUIM HABIMANA

Former Head of Section of the DM1 in Zaire (now the RDC)
From the proceedings carried out so far there are indications of his participation in the
following criminal acts:
1. He would have commanded the military group who killed the Spanish priests
SERVANDO MAYOR GARCIA; JULIO R O D ~ G U E ZJORGE; ANGEL ISLA
LUCIO and FERNANDO DE LA FUENTE DE LAFLJENTE.
2. He would have lead the D.M.I. commando which carried out the operation against
the priests in Kalima, a massacre which took place on 25 February 1997.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in
paragraphs A); E); and F) of the first point of these legal arguments.

Accol-ding to the latest news he has been appointed as one of the three metnber gsoup
UNDP NEPAL, directins the nlission of Verification and Registry of the Mission of the

United Nations Program for- the Developmerlt of Nepal.
Accol-din2 to the evidence produced he would have ordered his soldiers to carry -out
"cleansing opel-ations" (the indiscriminate killing of the hiltu civilian population) in

Kabaere 1, Kabaere 2, Nyakimana, Mukingo, Nyamutera, Gatonde, Ndusu, Cyabingo and
other inhabited places of the Ruhengeri Prefecture.
The above mentioned criminal act would constitute an offence as described in paragraphs

A) of the first point of these legal argument's.
31st

Captain ALPHONSE KAJE

From the proceedings carried out so far he would have ordered his soldiers to carry out
"cleansing operations" (the indiscriminate killing of the hutu civilian population) in
Kabere 1, Kabere 2, Nyakimana, Mukingo, Nyamutera, Gatonde, Ndusu, Cyabingo and
in other inhabited places of the Ruhengeri Prefecture.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute an offence as described in
paragraphs A) of the first point of these legal arguments.

32nd Captain FRANK BAKUNZI

A former Intelligence Officer of

the Gisenyi Gendarmerie. According to the last

available information he is presently the Speaker for the FRD, Rwandan Defence Forces,
in Khartoum (Sudan) as well as the Captain attached to the African Union Rwandan
contingent, in an United Nations Mission in sudan (UNAMIS), presently an hybrid force
unifed under the name of LNAMID FORCE.
From the proceedings carried out so far, he would have participated in the attacks on the
Hutu civilian population, carried out in Kanana, Rwerere, Nyanyumba and Mutura.
'l'he above mentioned criminal acts would constitute an ofience as described in
paragraphs A) of the fir-st point of these legal arguments.

33rd

Brigadier General DAN GAPFIZI

Forinel- Coolmanding Officer of the 59th Batallion

From the proceedings carried out so far his participation in the following criminal acts are
inferred:

1. Attacks on the Hutu civilian population at the Lubutu refbgee camp.
2. Military attack on the city of Byumba and on its surrounding inhabited areas, on 5
June 1992.

The above mentioned criminal act would constitute an offence as described in paragraphs
A) of the first point of these legal arguments.

34th Lieutenant JOHN BUTERA
Formerly, an officer attached to the 157th Batallion.
From the proceedings carried out so far there are indications of his participation in the
massacres carried out in Bukavu, Numbi, Walikale, 'Tinti-Tingi, Ubundu, Bokungu,
Boende and Mbandaka.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offence as described in
paragraphs A) of the first point of these legal arguments.

35th

Colonel CHARLES KARAMBA

A former member of the Network Commando. Presently serving in the Rwandan
Defence Forces as a Colonel. According to the latest information available. he has been
appointed as a Military Attache to the Rwandan Embassy in Eritrea and also as Director
of investigation and development of the Rwandan Defencee Forces attached to the
African Union in an United Nations mission, carrying out the UNAWIIS prograrll in
Sudan, at present a unified hybrid force named the t..N.AhlIDFORCE

'+Isa member of the Network C'ommando he would have participated in the genocide and
terrorist actions he was entrusted with.
i'l~eabove mentioned ci-irninal act would constitute an ot't'ence as described in paragraphs

A), I!), and F) of the first point o f t t~eselesal arguments

36th

Captain MATAYO

Former Intelligence Oficer (1.0) of the 101st Batallion of the Gisenyi Brigade.
He would have participated in the planned attacks on the civilian population of Kanana,
Rwerere, Nyanyumba and Mutura, which cdused 50 deaths in each one.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute an offence as described in
paragraphs A) of the first point of these legal arguments.
37th

Colonel PETER KALIMBA

Former Commanding Officer attached to the lOlst Batallion.
From the proceedings carried out so far there are indications of his participation in the
attacks on Kanana, Rwerere, Nyanyumba and Mutura.
The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute an offence as described in subparagraphs A) of the first paragraph of these legal arguments.
38th

Maior SILAS UDAHEMUKA

Former Intelligence Officer (1.0) attached to the High Command Unit
As a member of the Network Commando he would have participated in the genocide and
terrorist actions he was entrusted with.
'l'he above mentioned criminal act would constitute the offences as dsscribed in
paragraphs A ) E), and F) of the fi~.stpoi111of rhese legal arguments

Former ('ommander of the DM1 in Byumba
1-le would have been one of the persons responsible for the operations against the civilian
pol)ulation carried out in April 1993 by the D hl I

The above mentioned criminal acts would constitute the offences as described in

-

paragraphs A); E); and F) of the first point of these legal arguments.

40th

-

Colonel JOHN BAGABO

.

Formerly attached to the Mobile Bravo Batallion Company.
He would have participated in the massacres perpetrated by the batallion to which he

C

belonged, namely in the massacres carried out in the inhabited areas of Ngarama,
Nyaghita and Kigasa.
41st

Captain GODEFROID NTUKAYAJEMO, a.k.a. "KIYAGO"

Former member of the Network Commando.

He would have been the material perpetrator of the assassination of FELlCIEN

GATABAZI, the founder and president of the Social Democratic Party, an operation
which was carried out on 2 1 Febnlary 1994.
The above mentioned criminal act would constitute the otf'ences as described in

paragraphs E) and F) of the first point of these legal arguments.

FIFTH
In the light of the proceedings carried out and in accordance with that which is
established in article 383 of .the Law of CI-iminal Procedure, there are grounds to indict
ihe abcive cited pel-soll, C:u[tsiJetirlg ihe penalties applicable under the Penal Code to the
ci-illlcs ; i t t ~ - ~ t i i ~ it ni l l

!:Ir

;!I:C!.!L:PC!

? ~ l d:he :ircl!nstances ot' ttic same, pili-s~la~it
tci

ulticlch

4')0, 4'92, 50.; ancl 504 of the above mentioned C:rin~initl Procedural LAW we order- the

provlsiionai re~i?andin custody of the acctlsrd

a n d t h a t t h r tlrcessary inter!!ztio!?a! .!:I-rest

Lvarrullts and European Arrest Warrarlts to the etfect of their extratlil-ionbe issued.

k

f

I

SIXTH

i

In accordance with the provisions of Article 589 of the Law of Criminal Procedure, those
who are criminally responsible are also liable to civil responsibility. Therefore it is
necessary to secure the civil liability which may ultimately be established in this case in
separate proceedings which shall be instituted to this effect.

Whereas, having regard to the aforementioned articles and any other relevant articles of
general application,
I ORDER
THE INDICTMENT OF THE FOLLOWING PERSONS:
1. JAMES KABAREBE, Major General

2. KAYUMBA NYAMWASA, Major General
3. KARENZI KARAKE, Brigadier General
4. FRED LBINGIRA, Major General

5 RWAHAMA JACKSON MUTABAZI, Colonel
6. JACK NZIZA (or JACKSON NKURUNZIZA or JAQUES NZIZA). ~rigadier

General
7. RUGUMYA GACINYA, Lieutenant Colonel
8. DAN MUNYUZA, Colonel
9. CHARLES KAYONGA, Lieutenant General

10. JOSEPH NZABAMWITA, Lieutenant Colonel

11. CEASER KAYIZARI, Major General

12. ERIK h4UROKORE, Colonel
1 3. DENYZ KARERA, Major

14. EVANSTE KABALISA, Captain
15. JUSTUS MAJYAMBERE, Major

16. EVARISTE KARENZI, Sublieutenant
17. ALEX KAGAME, Brigadier General
18 CHARLES MUSITII, Colonel

-

19. GASANA RURARyI, Lieutenant Colonel

20. SAMUEL m M E R A or SAM KAKA, Brigadier General
2 1. T W m W A DODO, Colonel

22. FIRMIN BAYINGANA, Lieutenant Colonel
w

23. AGUSTIN GASHAYIJA, Brigadier General

24. WILSON GUMISIRIZA, Brigadier General

-

25. WILLY BAGABE, Colonel
26. WILSON GABONZIZA, Lieutenant

-

27. SAMUEL KARENZEZI, a.k. a. "VIKI", Corporal

28. JOAQUIM HABIMANA, Captain

I

29. KARARA MISINGO, Captain
30. ALPHONSE KAJE, Captain
3 1. FRANK BAKUNZI, Captain

32. DAN GAPFIZI, Brigadier General
3 3. JOHN BUTERA, Lieutenant

34. CHARLES KARAMBA, Colonel

-

35. MATAYO, Captain

36. PETER KALIMBA, Colonel
-

-

37. SILAS UDAHEMUKA, Major

38. STEVEN BALINDA, Major
39. JOHN BAGABO, Colonel
40 GODEFROID NTUKAYAJEMO, a.k.a. KIY AGO", Captain

These indictees shall remain hereinafter subject to the subsequent proceedings which are
-

established in the Law of Criminal Procedure.

-

I ORDER

-

Issue the respective national and international warrants for their search, arrest and remand
In custody subject to this Court. which shall be published on the General Orders

-

Police, the Civil Guard and in INTERPOL lssue the necessary European Arrest

to be i~~scribedin SIRENF. and

displayed on this Court's Notice ~ o a r d -P

: c~:.~

necessary orders so that the above mentioned persons appear before this Court within

-

TEN DAYS to proceed to their remand in provisional custody, with the warning that if
they fail to do so they shall be declared in default

.

-

When the accused are arrested, notify them the contents of the present indictment order
LI

and inform the same of their legal rights and of the appeals that can be lodged; Notify the
Public Prosecution Ministry and institute separate proceedings in this respect. if the same

-

have not yet been instituted.
This decision is not final and an appeal against the same can be lodged before this Court
within THREE DAYS.

The Hon. Mr. Fernando Andreu Merelles, Judge of the Fourth Central Examining Court
of the National Court, sitting in Madrid, so resolves, orders and signs. I certify.

